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To cope with the growth of data traffic through mobile networks, efficient utiliza-
tion of the available radio spectrum is needed. In densely deployed radio networks,
User Equipments (UE) will experience high levels of interference which limits the
achievable spectral efficiency. In this case, a way to improve the achievable per-
formance is by mitigating interference at the UE side.
Advanced linear interference aware receivers are linear receivers able to mitigate
external co-channel interference. Optimum linear interference rejection is obtained
with the Interference Rejection Combining (IRC) receiver which relies on the ideal
knowledge of the interference covariance matrix. The IRC interference covariance
matrix is the sum of all interference channel covariance matrices. In practical radio
networks, like LTE-Advanced, the knowledge of interference channel covariance
matrices might not always be available. However, the IRC interference covari-
ance matrix estimation can be done with a data-based or reference-symbol-based
interference covariance matrix estimation algorithm.
In this thesis, the modeling and evaluation of advanced linear interference aware
receivers for LTE-Advanced downlink are studied. In particular, the data-based
and reference-symbol-based covariance matrix estimation algorithms are modeled
by using the Wishart distribution. This modeling allows the evaluation of ad-
vanced linear receivers without explicit need for baseband signals. The evaluation
is done with a system level simulator. Later, a comparison of performance between
advanced linear interference aware receivers and 3GPP baseline linear receivers for
multiple homogeneous and heterogeneous deployment scenarios is presented.
Finally, it is shown that advanced linear interference aware receivers can provide
spectral efficiency improvements specially to UEs located at cell borders.
Keywords: Interference rejection combining, linear interference aware receiver,
covariance matrix estimation, Wishart distribution, modeling, ran-
dom matrix theory, LTE-Advanced downlink, MIMO
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1 Introduction
Mobile-connected laptops, tablet computers and smartphones are changing the way
people use telecommunication services. High-speed mobile data connections, multi-
media applications and portable devices which increasingly resemble computers are
reasons why mobile data traffic is continuously increasing through mobile networks.
According to the latest traffic reports [1, 2], mobile data traffic has doubled from
the second quarter of 2010 to the second quarter of 2011 and a 26-fold increase is
predicted by 2015 compared with 2010.
In order to cope with the ever-increasing mobile data traffic demand, continuous
enhancements to deployed mobile radio access systems and mobile network archi-
tectures have been made, for example the WCDMA radio access system evolved
to HSPA+ with an enhanced radio interface and a flat network architecture. Also,
small-cells (pico-cells / femto-cells) have been deployed as complementary to macro-
cells to increase the achievable data rates and coverage when needed.
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) continued the development
of radio access networks by introducing the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) radio sys-
tem as Release 8, later LTE enhancements were standardized as Release 9. In
Release 10, LTE evolved to become LTE-Advanced which is designed to meet all
ITU-R requirements for an IMT-Advanced radio technology [3].
During Release 11, User Equipment (UE) advanced linear interference aware
receivers, or interference suppression receivers, are investigated in order to assess
the performance improvement they bring to LTE cell-edge users. Other investigated
interference cancellation techniques are based on network coordination, for example
Coordinated Multi-point Transmission (CoMP) and Enhanced Inter-cell Interference
Coordination (eICIC).
In this thesis, the focus is on modeling and evaluation of advanced linear inter-
ference aware receivers in the context of LTE-Advanced downlink. There is a belief
that in many LTE-Advanced deployment scenarios there exists a dominant source
of interference that can be mitigated by using the Interference Rejection Combining
receiver (IRC), also called the optimum linear combiner. The existence of a domi-
nant source of interference is indeed analyzed and shown in Chapter 5 by using an
LTE-Advanced system level simulator.
The IRC receiver utilizes an ideal interference covariance matrix to perform the
optimum linear rejection. Ideally the interference covariance matrix is the sum of
all interference channel covariance matrices which implies the ideal knowledge of
interference channels. In practical radio networks, like LTE-Advanced, the knowl-
edge of interference channels for interference covariance matrix calculation might
not always be available. However, practical IRC algorithms estimate the interfer-
ence covariance matrix, for example by utilizing received data signals or pilot signals.
This make possible the study of IRC algorithms for example in link level simulators
where baseband signal modeling is available. However, without a proper interference
environment emulation, the performance assessment of practical IRC algorithms is
challenging.
System level simulators are designed to model more realistic interference envi-
2ronments than link level simulators by including multiple cells, multiple UEs and
special channel models like the Spatial Channel Model (SCM) or ITU-R channel
models. In system level simulators a large radio network can be studied. On the
other hand, system level simulators lack baseband signal modeling, which makes the
study of advanced receiver algorithms very challenging.
In this thesis an emulation technique based on random matrix theory for the esti-
mation of the IRC interference covariance matrix has been studied in order to enable
the assessment of advanced linear interference aware receiver algorithms without the
explicit need for baseband signals. The emulation method was later applied in an
LTE system level simulator.
1.1 Background
LTE-Advanced downlink uses an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM)
radio interface and advanced Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) techniques
combined with time/frequency/space Radio Resource Management (RRM) algo-
rithms designed to improve the system capacity. Improvements on the radio-link
alone, however are not enough to cope with the increasing traffic demand.
In order to increase system capacity, small-cells and relay nodes deployed under
macro-cell coverage complement traditional macro cell deployments and achieve an
increase in system capacity by off-loading macro-eNB traffic. This mixed deployment
of macro and small cells is called a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) deployment.
The reduction of Inter-Site Distances (ISD) between macro cell sites results in
dense macro cell deployments. Moreover, deployed small-cells share the same fre-
quency resources with macro cells if frequency reuse is one. The combined effect of
dense macro cell deployments and small-cells will increase interference levels reduc-
ing the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) experienced by User Equip-
ments (UE). In this case, the potential gains of small-cell deployments are limited
by interference.
3GPP is currently investigating techniques aimed at reducing interference lev-
els, driven by the need to increase cell-edge capacity. These techniques use either
semi-static time domain techniques (e.g. eICIC, FeICIC) or more dynamic tech-
niques such as CoMP. These techniques require different degrees of synchroniza-
tion and information sharing between radio network elements and could be called
transmission-side network-aided interference reduction techniques.
Interference reduction for LTE-Advanced can also be achieved without network
aid by means of interference rejection at the UE side. In this thesis, receivers able
to reject external co-channel interference are called advanced interference aware re-
ceivers. If an UE receiver is aware of the interference structure, it is possible to
mitigate it. This increases the post-processing SINR. For example, the Interference
Rejection Combining (IRC), or optimum linear combiner [4, 5], is a linear receiver
that optimally mitigates both multi-path fading and co-channel interference, achiev-
ing spectral efficiency improvements if the spatial information from the interfering
signals is completely known by the UE. In contrast, the Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC) receiver is the best choice where Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
3is present [6].
The IRC receiver has been studied in the academic literature [4, 5, 6, 7] and
proposed for GSM and WCDMA systems. In GSM, the IRC receiver has been
investigated in order to improve uplink capacity at base stations [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
whereas Single Antenna Interference Cancellation (SAIC) receivers were studied at
the mobile terminal [13, 14, 15, 16]. In WCDMA, the IRC has been studied at both
base station [17] and UE side [18, 19, 20].
Previous work on IRC receivers assumed complete knowledge of the IRC inter-
ference covariance matrix (e.g. [4, 6, 8]), or have used baseband signals or pilot
signals to estimate the IRC interference covariance matrix (e.g. [21, 22]).
In this thesis, the IRC interference covariance matrix estimation procedure is
emulated with techniques based on random matrix theory. This allows the study of
different algorithms for IRC interference covariance matrix estimation without the
need for baseband signals or pilot signals as shown in Chapter 3. Part of this thesis
has been also published in [23, 24].
1.2 Motivation
The present thesis focuses on modeling and evaluation of advanced linear interference
aware receivers in the context of LTE-Advanced downlink mobile radio system. The
focus is on linear receivers because it has been shown that gains expected from non-
linear receivers are hard to achieve in presence of channel estimation imperfections
[25]. Non-linear receivers also add extra UE signaling and processing complexity.
The motivation for this study arises from the need to obtain an accurate LTE-
Advanced system performance after considering different degrees of interference sup-
pression capabilities at the UE side. Generally speaking, an accurate performance
analysis of a radio communication system in terms of channel modeling, network
topology, radio resource management and complete transmission chain is computa-
tionally prohibitive; thus, in order to reduce computational complexity, it is com-
mon to perform the analysis from either a system level or a link level perspective.
A system level simulator models a multi-cell environment where several UEs are
located in different geographical locations but the transmission chain of point-to-
point transmissions are not modeled in detail. In contrast, a link level simulator
usually models in detail the complete transmission chain for a downlink or uplink
point-to-point transmission.
Traditionally, in order to assess the exact performance of linear receiver algo-
rithms, link level analysis is performed by using actual baseband signals. However,
link level analysis tends to overlook the complex interference structure experienced
by UEs located in different geographical positions in a multi-cell environment. On
the other hand, system level analysis takes into account complex interference struc-
tures but the study of linear receiver algorithms is challenging due to the lack of
baseband signals.
41.3 Objective of the Thesis
The objective of this thesis is the emulation of the IRC interference covariance matrix
estimation based on random matrix theory. This emulation allows the modeling of
advanced linear interference aware receivers without the need for baseband signals,
and thus makes possible the system level evaluation of advanced linear interference
aware receivers.
The scope of the thesis is restricted to the LTE-Advanced downlink FDD radio
system because of two reasons. First, it is well-known that in mobile data networks
there is an asymmetry between downlink and uplink traffic. Downlink has greater
traffic demand [26, 27]. Second, enhancements in linear receiver algorithms can
increase downlink throughput of cell-edge UEs with small impact on overall system
complexity.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. Chaper 2 provides an introduction to LTE-
Advanced and MIMO antenna technology. It also gives the signal model used for
LTE-Advanced single user MIMO transmission. Chapter 3 introduces the 3GPP
baseline linear receivers and advanced linear interference aware receivers with their
correspondent modeling. Chapter 4 presents the simulation model used. Chapter 5
discusses what are the interference conditions experienced by UEs in different sce-
narios and analyzes if dominant interference indeed exists. Chapter 6 summarizes
the selected simulation scenarios and assumptions. It also presents and analyzes the
simulation results. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the most important conclusions
and observations and presents some possible future research topics.
52 LTE & LTE-Advanced
LTE and LTE-Advanced are novel radio interfaces specified by 3GPP and designed
to become stand-alone systems with packet-switched networking. The LTE radio
interface differs from the WCDMA/HSPA radio interface which is based on code-
division multiple access. LTE uses an OFDM radio interface for the downlink and
Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) for the uplink [28].
LTE meets the ITU-R IMT requirements for a 3G radio technology, and partially
meets the ITU-R IMT-Advanced requirements for a 4G radio technology. The initial
LTE specifications were presented in 3GPP Release 8 in 2007 [29], and have evolved
in later Releases 9 and 10. The evolution of LTE continued as LTE-Advanced in
Release 10 [30]. LTE-Advanced was designed to meet the ITU-R IMT-Advanced re-
quirements [31]. In October 2010, after the ITU assessment process, LTE-Advanced
was designated officially as an IMT-Advanced (or 4G) technology [3]. Further im-
provements to LTE-Advanced will be specified on forthcoming 3GPP Releases 11, 12
and beyond.
In the first part of this chapter, a short technical overview of LTE-Advanced is
provided. In addition, the specific differences between LTE and LTE-Advanced will
be indicated. LTE-Advanced was designed to have backward compatibility with
existing LTE specifications, and thus many design principles and physical layer
procedures of LTE are applied in LTE-Advanced.
2.1 An overview of LTE-Advanced
The LTE technical requirements were agreed in June 2005 [32]. The targets for LTE
included reduced latency, higher user data rates, improved overall system capacity,
and reduced cost of operation compared with its precursors. LTE was required to
become a stand-alone system with packet-switched networking. The evolution of
the LTE system, its architecture, protocols and performance are described widely
in the literature for example [33, 34, 35, 36].
In order to achieve the LTE design targets a flat network architecture based on
distributed servers was designed. LTE eNBs having transmission port connections
to the core network without intermediate radio network controller nodes were stan-
dardized. This was combined with an efficient physical layer. As this thesis focuses
on advanced linear interferer aware receivers which are mainly related to the physi-
cal layer, details regarding the network architecture will be not be covered. However
a good review can be found in [28, 37].
The LTE-Advanced downlink physical layer based on OFDMA and MIMO an-
tenna technology provides new RRM opportunities compared with WCDMA/HSPA
and it is mainly optimized for slow moving users. The main design principle is
the elimination of Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) and in-cell interference that limit
the capacity of WCDMA and HSPA systems [28]. For LTE-Advanced downlink,
OFDMA is chosen as the modulation technique because it allows elimination of
ISI by using a Cyclic Prefix (CP) with longer duration than the delay spread of
the channel. It also allows to use time/frequency RRM techniques allowing better
6adaptation to changes in channel conditions in both time and frequency domains.
The LTE uplink radio interface employs a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)-
spread ODFM also called SC-FDMA. Compared with the downlink OFDM, this
variation improves the peak-to-average power ratio. This enables more power ef-
ficient terminals. As our discussion focuses on the LTE downlink system, further
details regarding LTE uplink will be omitted unless they are considered necessary.
Further reading about LTE uplink is widely available, e.g. [34].
2.1.1 Physical resource block and resource elements
The minimum LTE-Advanced downlink radio resource addressable for transmission
on the time-frequency grid is called Physical Resource Block (PRB) and a single
element of the PRB time-frequency grid is called a Resource Elements (RE). A
PRB is composed in frequency domain by 12 OFDM sub-carriers spanning 180 kHz
(each sub-carrier having a bandwidth of 15 kHz), and it has one millisecond duration
in time domain. The PRB time duration is the minimum sub-frame time granularity
the LTE-Advanced RRM can handle. Figure 1 depicts a typical PRB.
2.1.2 Downlink physical channels and physical signals
A physical channel corresponds to a set of resource elements carrying information
over-the-air. LTE-Advanced defines downlink and uplink physical channels in [38].
A short description of physical channels is given below. A more detailed description
of downlink physical channels can be found in [34, 38].
• Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH), it carries the information needed to
access the system.
• Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), it carries the user data for point-
to-point connections in the downlink direction. All the carried information is
intended only for one user.
• Physical Multicast Channel (PMCH), it is intended for carrying multicast/broadcast
service content in the downlink direction.
• Physical Control Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH), the PCFICH is use
to dynamically indicate how many OFDMA symbols are reserved for control
information. This can vary between 1 and 3 for each 1ms sub-frame.
• Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). An UE will obtain resource
allocation information for both downlink and uplink from the PDCCH.
• Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH). The task of the PHICH
is simply to indicate in the downlink direction whether an uplink packet was
correctly received or not.
A downlink physical signal corresponds to a set of resource elements used by the
physical layer but does not carry information originating from higher layers [38].
The following downlink physical signals are defined in LTE-Advanced:
7• Reference signal: Reference signals, usually known as pilots, are known sym-
bols transmitted in specific locations within a PRB. They allow UEs to make
channel measurements. The derived information from channel measurements
can be fed back as CSI or used in the demodulation process. The LTE and
LTE-Advanced use different types of reference signals as will be explained later
in Section 2.1.4.
• Synchronization signal: There are two kinds of synchronization signals the Pri-
mary Synchronization Signal (PSS) and the Secondary Synchronization Signal
(SSS). These signals are transmitted, similar to PBCH, always with a band-
width of 1.08 MHz. They are used for cell identification [34].
2.1.3 Sub-frame structure
An LTE-Advanced FDD frame is composed of 10 sub-frames and a sub-frame is com-
posed by two time slots, each time slot is composed by 6 OFDM symbols with a long
CP or 7 OFDM symbols with a short CP depending on the sub-frame configuration.
An LTE-Advanced downlink sub-frame can be configured as:
• Unicast sub-frame: This is an ordinary LTE-Advanced sub-frame where a time
slot is composed by 7 OFDM symbols plus a short CP. In this kind of sub-
frame the PDCCH can be mapped from 1 up to 3 OFDM symbols starting at
the beginning of the first sub-frame time slot, the remaining OFDM symbols
are used for PDSCH mapping. Figure 1 depicts this type of configuration.
Figure 1: Time-frequency physical resource block
• Multicast sub-frame or MBSFN sub-frame: MBSFN stands for MBMS (Mul-
ticast/Broadcast Multimedia Service) over a Single Frequency Network. The
8MBSFN was envisaged for delivering services such as Mobile TV. The mul-
ticast/broadcast transmission is done using the Multicast Channel (MCH)
transport channel mapped on MBSFN sub-frames [33]. The MBSFN trans-
missions are done over a single frequency network, which means that a set
of eNBs transmit the same symbols in a time-synchronized manner, using
the same frequency and time resources. All symbols of a MBSFN sub-frame
from different cells are received within the same CP. The copies coming from
various eNBs are seen by the UE as multiple delayed multi-path components
(CP avoids ISI). This enables over-the-air combining which improves the SINR
compared with non-MBSFN operation [39].
The MBSFN sub-frame structure standardized in LTE-Advanced is different
from a unicast sub-frame. First, the symbols of a multicast sub-frame use
a long cyclic prefix, meaning that we have six symbols per time slot or 12
symbols per multicast sub-frame. Second, the multicast sub-frames have less
control information overhead (only 1 or 2 symbols) than unicast sub-frames.
2.1.4 Downlink reference signals
The LTE Release 8 and LTE-Advanced Release 10 use different types of reference
signals for CSI measurements and channel estimation for demodulation. LTE uti-
lizes Cell-specific Reference Signals (CRS) for both CSI measurements and channel
estimation for demodulation. LTE-Advanced utilizes a specific set of RS for CSI
measurements called Channel State Information Reference Signals (CSI-RS) and
UE-specific demodulation reference signals (DMRS) for channel estimation for de-
modulation [40]. The characteristics of LTE and LTE-advanced downlink reference
signals are explained below [38].
Cell specific Reference Signals (CRS)
The CRS are used for CSI estimation and demodulation purposes. They are trans-
mitted in all downlink sub-frames (each 1ms) supporting PDSCH transmission and
are defined for up to four antenna ports [38]. Depending on the antenna config-
uration, the CRS pattern and overhead can vary. For example, Figure 2 depicts
the CRS configuration for a 2 × 2 MIMO system, where eight Resource Elements
(RE) per transmit antenna per PRB are used. The yellow marked REs indicate the
transmitted pilots per antenna port.
9Figure 2: CRS reference signals for 2× 2 MIMO
LTE-Advanced Release 10 support CRS backward compatibility for LTE legacy
terminals.
CSI Reference Signals (CSI-RS)
The CSI-RS reference symbols are used in LTE-Advanced only for CSI measure-
ments. These signals have lower frequency density and overhead compared with
CRS and can be configured for transmission each 5ms, 10ms, 20ms, 40ms, or 80ms.
CSI-RS patterns are defined for 1, 2, 4 and 8 transmit antennas and are based on
TDM/CDM principles. There are 10 CSI-RS reuse patterns which allow cells to use
different patterns and avoid mutual CSI-RS collisions [40].
Figure 3 depicts in purple color the CSI-RS pilots in a PRB grid. The same
figure depicts the positions where the CRS pilots would be if configured. The yellow
marked RE indicate the CRS transmitted for the antenna port 0.
Figure 3: CSI-RS for a typical 4× 2 MIMO configuration
UE-Specific Demodulation Reference Signals (DMRS)
The DMRS are UE-specific precoded pilots used for data demodulation. They are
transmitted only on PRBs allocated for each UE’s data and are precoded with the
same precoder used for data transmission. DMRS allows channel estimation for
demodulation to be performed per layer for up to eight transmission layers, thus
the DMRS overhead depends only on the transmission rank. The DMRS overhead
is 12 RE per PRB for ranks 1 and rank 2, and 24 RE for rank>2 [40]. A hy-
brid code division multiplexing (CDM) and frequency division multiplexing (FDM)
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scheme was adopted as a DMRS multiplexing scheme. The time domain “Orthog-
onal Cover Code” (OCC) is used for CDM since time domain orthogonality among
OCCs is relatively robust against channel variation [41]. Figure 4 depicts an ex-
emplary configuration for UE-specific reference signals having 12 RE. The DMRS
pilots are marked in black color.
Figure 4: DMRS exemplary configuration
2.1.5 Transmission modes
There are nine Transmission Modes (TM) defined for LTE-Advanced out of which
seven are defined in LTE Release 8, the eighth in Release 9 and the ninth in Re-
lease 10 [42]. The nine transmission modes are heavily based on Multiple-Input
and Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna techniques. One of the advantages MIMO
techniques bring to LTE is the possibility to make simultaneous transmissions on
the same time-frequency resources. These simultaneous transmissions are called
transmission streams or transmission layers of a MIMO transmission.
The LTE-Advanced TM modes are:
• TM1 - Single-antenna transmission: In this mode the data is transmitted only
by one antenna.
• TM2 - Transmit diversity: In this mode, the same information is transmit-
ted on multiple antennas using Space-Frequency Block Codes (SFBC) which
is an open-loop diversity technique. Only Channel Quality Indicator (CQI)
information is required from the UE side.
• TM3 - Large delay CDD (Open-loop spatial multiplexing): Precoded trans-
mission is used in this mode over two or more transmit antennas. As multiple
code-words are used, this scheme provides better peak throughput than trans-
mit diversity. This mode requires the UE to transmit only the transmit rank
indicator to assign the number of code-words.
• TM4 - Closed-loop spatial multiplexing: In this mode the UE feeds back the
Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI) and Transmit Rank Indicator (RI) obtained
from CRS reference signals. The closed-loop operation allows the transmitter
to precode the data into orthogonal streams (maximum 4) as explained in
Section 2.2.1. The used precoder matrix is signaled to the UE in the PDCCH.
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• TM5 - Multi-user MIMO: This is a Rank 1 MU-MIMO transmission mode
which is based on the same precoders and feedback information as TM4.
• TM6 - Closed-loop Rank 1 with pre-coding: This mode is similar to TM4
except that only one transmission stream is used.
• TM7 - Single antenna transmission: This mode is suitable for UE-specific
beam-forming which makes use of the angle of arrival information (not closed-
loop PMI feedback). The CQI is fed back with the time of arrival assumption.
• TM8 - Single or dual-layer transmission with UE-specific RS: This mode is a
beam-forming mode which supports up-to 2 transmission layers. Closed-loop
feedback based on UE-specific RS might or might not be used.
• TM9 - Closed-loop spatial multiplexing: This is a very flexible transmission
mode where CSI-RS and UE-specific reference signals are used. This mode
supports SU-MIMO with a maximum of eight transmission streams. Also,
MU-MIMO [43] is supported in this mode.
2.2 MIMO antenna technology in LTE-Advanced
This section introduces the signal model used throughout this thesis. The first
part introduces the basic concepts of a closed-loop “Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
antenna” (MIMO) transmission, and the second part focuses on a more realistic
system model applicable to LTE-Advanced.
2.2.1 Ideal closed-loop MIMO transmission
A MIMO system is composed by Nt transmit antennas and Nr receiver antennas,
for simplicity we assume Nt ≥ Nr. The MIMO channel matrix is defined as H with
dimensions Nr×Nt. The MIMO channel may be singular value decomposed (SVD)
into at most Nr parallel non-interfering sub-channels as (see e.g [44])
H = UΣV H, (1)
where U is a Nr×Nr unitary matrix, Σ is a Nr×Nt matrix with Nr singular values
of the channel on the main diagonal and V is a Nt×Nt unitary matrix. The number
of the real positive singular values of the MIMO matrix is equal to the number of
parallel non-interfering sub-channels available. This number also corresponds to the
rank of the MIMO channel matrix. The parallel non-interfering sub-channels are
also called transmission layers.
In a closed-loop MIMO transmission, the receiver feeds back the Channel State
Information (CSI) of the channel. Using the CSI, the transmitter adapts the trans-
mitted signal to the channel in order to maximize the link capacity. For a single-user
transmission, with perfect knowledge of the channel at the transmitter end, the ca-
pacity can be maximized by adapting the transmitted signal to the channel with a
precoderW = S, where S contains “r” columns of V . The number of transmission
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layers is equal to the rank “r” of the MIMO channel. Similarly, the receiver filter
will be GH =DH where D contains “r” columns of U . With an ideal precoder and
receiver filter, the received signal
y
Nr×1
= H
Nr×Nt
W
Nt×r
x
r×1
+ n
Nr×1
,
is filtered as
z = GH y, (2)
= GH H W x+GHn,
= Σ x+DH n,
and the signal model becomes diagonal [44].
2.2.2 System model for LTE-Advanced MIMO transmission
Taking into consideration that LTE-Advanced downlink makes use of OFDM mod-
ulation, where the transmitted sub-carriers are orthogonal by definition [34], it is
enough to consider the received signal on a single sub-carrier. Moreover, the use of
cyclic prefix will ensure that the inter-symbol interference is eliminated if the CP
duration is longer than the delay spread of the multipath components. Assuming
this is the case, it is enough to consider the received signal after the Fast-Fourier
Transform (FFT) operation.
The system model is built by considering the center-cell of an LTE-Advanced
cellular system. NeNB is the number of eNBs in the system, andNu are the number of
users to be served, each user equipment has Nr = 2 receiver antennas. The number
of transmit antennas in all eNBs in the system is Nt. Furthermore, an eNB can
simultaneously transmit to K UEs. In order to simplify the notation, the frequency
domain sub-carrier index fsc and time domain index t are omitted. The received
signal vector yk by the k:th UE can be written as
yk =Hk,0 W kxk +
NeNB−1∑
j=1
Hk,j W jxj + nW,k, (3)
where Hk,0 is the Nr ×Nt MIMO channel matrix between the serving eNB and the
k:th UE, Hk,j is the MIMO channel between the k:th UE and the j:th interfering
eNB, NeNB−1 indicates the number of interfering eNBs, and nW,k is the noise vector
whose entries are i.i.d. complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance
σ2. The linear preprocessing matrices are W k = [wk,1, ...,wk,r] where r is the
transmission rank for the served k:th UE which indicates the number of transmission
layers. Similarly, the transmitted signal vector xk =
[
xHk,1, ..., x
H
k,r
]H
consists of r
signals each transmitted per transmission layer. It is assumed that E(xkx
H
k ) = I and
the total transmission power is controlled by conditioning Tr(W HkW k) = 1. Finally,
W j and xj are the preprocessing matrix and signal vector that the interfering
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eNBj uses for transmission in the analyzed time-frequency snapshot [23, 24, 43].
Equation (3) shows the three elements of our received signal, the desired received
signal, the received interference and the received AWGN noise.
In order to further abstract our reference model, we define co-layer interference
as the co-channel interference a transmission layer experiences due to other trans-
mission layers transmitted from the same serving-eNB. For example, by focusing
our attention in the first transmission layer and considering r = 2, we can write
yk,1 =Hk,0 wk,1xk,1 +Hk,0 wk,2xk,2 +
NeNB−1∑
j=1
Hk,j W jxj + nW,k, (4)
and thus we can abstract our reference model as
yk,1 = Heff,k xk,1 + nc,k, (5)
where
Heff,k =Hk,0 wk,1, (6)
is the effective channel matrix of the first desired layer between the serving eNB and
the k:th UE, and
nc,k = Hk,0 wk,2xk,2 +
NeNB−1∑
j=1
Hk,j W jxj + nW,k (7)
is the colored noise vector formed by adding together the co-layer and inter-cell
interference vectors with the AWGN noise vector. In addition, the co-layer effective
channel matrix is defined as
Heffcl,k =Hk,0 wk,2. (8)
In contrast to the first part of this section, perfect knowledge of the CSI is not
assumed anymore at the transmitter end, because in real life deployments only a
limited capacity feedback channel is available [45]. The CSI is composed by the
Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), the Precoder Matrix Indicator (PMI) and the
Rank Indicator (RI). The CQI aids in the decision of which Modulation and Cod-
ing Scheme (MCS) the transmitter will use for downlink transmission. The PMI
indicates the precoding matrix W to be used for single user transmission and it
is chosen from a limited size codebook. The codebook used in this thesis is the
LTE Release 8 codebook. The RI indicates the number of layers to be transmitted
to a given UE.
In order to extract the desired signal xk, the received signal yk is filtered by a
receiver filter GHk as shown in (2). As the result, the post-processing received signal
zk is
zk
r×1
= GHk
r×Nr
yk
Nr×1
. (9)
It is possible to use different linear receiver filters. The ideal linear receiver that
maximized the SINR when colored noise is present is the IRC receiver. A more
detailed description about different linear receivers is given in Chapter 3.
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2.3 Summary of differences between LTE and LTE-Advanced
LTE-Advanced is an evolution of LTE and as such many differences between them
exist. From the point of view of this thesis, the main difference is the type of
reference signals. LTE Release 8 was build around CRS reference signals. Channel
State Information (CSI) measurements and channel estimation for demodulation
used CRS signals. LTE-Advanced is built around a different model where CSI-
RS reference signals are used for CSI measurements and UE-specific demodulation
reference signals (DMRS) are used for demodulation of received layers.
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3 Advanced linear interference aware receivers
In the LTE-Advanced standardization work performed by 3GPP, realistic model-
ing of linear MIMO receivers was deemed important [46, 47, 48] because advanced
linear interference aware receivers can suppress a part of intra-cell and inter-cell
interference improving downlink system performance. The improvement of LTE-
Advanced downlink performance provided by IRC-type receivers at the UE side has
been reported in for example in [22, 23, 24].
Linear interference suppression receivers have been studied in academic literature
[4, 6, 7]. Initially, they were proposed for GSM uplink systems [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and
later for WCDMA High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) systems [18, 19,
20].
As this thesis focuses on modeling and evaluation of linear interference aware
receivers for LTE-Advanced downlink, an introduction of the ideal linear receiver
(IRC) is presented in this chapter. It follows a classification of different baseline
linear receiver filters typically used by 3GPP and continues with the description
and proposed modeling of advanced linear interference aware receivers which are
possible implementations of the IRC.
Using techniques applicable for LTE-Advanced, especially its reference symbols
and channel estimation structure, possible implementations of the IRC receiver have
been proposed. Two different IRC receiver implementations are showed for example
in [21, 22, 23, 24, 47] where the performance analysis is carried out with link level
simulators.
In order to build a receiver filter based on the MMSE principle, an UE has to
estimate the received interference covariance matrix. Well-known baseline linear re-
ceiver filters algorithms used by 3GPP RAN1/RAN4 groups are the MRC described
in Section 3.2, the MRC with per-antenna noise suppression (MRCPA) described
in Section 3.3, the LMMSE with co-layer interference suppression (LMMSECL) de-
scribed in Section 3.4. As will be seen later, the LMMSECL can at most suppress
the co-layer intra-site interference if the desired received layer and the interfering
co-layer originate from the same serving-eNB. In order to suppress interference orig-
inating from other-than-the-serving-eNBs, estimation of the inter-site interference
covariance matrix is needed. In Section 3.5 and Section 3.6, two ways of estimating
the interference covariance matrix are shown based on received data samples and
reference symbols respectively. The system level modeling of these advanced linear
aware receivers based on random matrix theory is also discussed.
3.1 Interference Rejection Combining (IRC)
The ideal optimum linear receiver for a closed-loop MIMO system can be found by
using the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) principle. In our particular case,
and utilizing the system model presented in Section 2.2.2, the ideal linear receiver
may suppress a part of the received interference if the covariance matrices of existing
effective channels between the UE and all transmitting eNBs are completely known
by the receiver.
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This optimum receiver is also known in the literature as the optimum combiner or
Interference Rejection Combiner (IRC) receiver. The IRC receiver has been exten-
sively studied in many research articles since it was shown in [4] that it has superior
performance compared with the Maximum Ratio Combiner (MRC) receiver when
the interference experienced by each receiver antenna is correlated which is the case
for deployed radio cellular networks with MIMO systems. However, the IRC receiver
assumes the complete knowledge of all channel matrices which is an ideal assumption
that cannot be met in deployed cellular systems due limited signaling and processing
capabilities of user terminals. For this reason, the IRC receiver performance can be
considered as the upper-limit of any linear receiver implementation based on the
MMSE principle.
As a starting point in the analysis of advanced linear interference aware receivers,
let us begin introducing the IRC [44]. Keeping in mind the signal model presented
in Section 2.2 and Equation (9), it is known that one metric for evaluating the
performance of the receiver filter GHk is the mean square error [49] written as
EMSE = E
[‖ xk − GHk yk ‖2] . (10)
Furthermore, combining Equations (5) and (10), and expanding the result leads to
EMSE = 1−HeffHk GHk −Gk Heffk +Gk
(
Heffk Heff
H
k +CN
)
GHk ,
where CN = n
H
k nk is the covariance matrix of the colored noise which contains
the intra-site (co-layer) and inter-site interference spatial signatures plus AWGN
covariance. Calculating the gradient and looking for the minimum leads to the
well-known linear minimum square error filter which can be expressed as
Gk =Heff
H
k
(
HeffkHeffk
H +CN
)−1
, (11)
where,Heffk represents the effective channel of the desired signal intended to a given
UE. Equation (11) can be also expressed as,
Gk =Heff
H
k (Crr)
−1 , (12)
where
Crr =HeffkHeffk
H +CN (13)
represents the complete received signal covariance. Different algorithms that esti-
mate the total received covariance exist and their performance will be compared in
Chapter 6.
In addition, the MIMO channel matrix between a given eNB and UE can be
estimated from reference signals. Assuming the knowledge of the estimated channel
matrices between the serving-eNB and a given UE the IRC can be written as
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k
(
HˆeffkHˆeffk
H
+ CˆN
)−1
. (14)
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In order to analyze the receivers presented in the following sub-sections, it is useful
to expand the colored noise covariance matrices CN and CˆN as
CN = CCL +Cext +CW, (15)
CˆN = CˆCL +Cext +CW. (16)
The co-layer (CL) interference is produced by a co-scheduled transmission origi-
nating from the same serving-eNB as previously explained in Section 2.2.2. The
covariance matrices for the interfering co-layer effective channel, Equation (8), and
the interfering co-layer estimated effective channel are
CCL =Heffcl,kHeffcl,k
H, (17)
CˆCL = Hˆeffcl,kHˆeffcl,k
H
. (18)
The inter-cell interference covariance matrix is the sum of all interference covariance
matrices experienced between a given UE and NeNB− 1 interfering eNBs on a given
time-frequency resource. When the ideal knowledge of the MIMO channel matrices
is assumed, the inter-cell interference covariance matrix reads
Cext =
NeNB−1∑
j=1
Heff,extjHeff,extj
H, (19)
and the average white Gaussian noise covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements contain the experienced AWGN noise powers
CW = diag(σ1, · · · , σi), (20)
where each received antenna is assumed to experience the same AWGN noise power,
σi = σ, ∀i.
3.2 Maximum Radio Combining (MRC)
The white-noise approximation of the MRC receiver is defined as
Gk =Heff
H
k , (21)
and after considering channel estimation, the MRC is
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k . (22)
It can be noticed that the white-noise approximated MRC does not take into
consideration the experienced colored noise as the IRC receiver does. Furthermore,
MRC requires minimum knowledge of the radio environment as it needs only the
desired layer channel coefficients. The MRC has lower performance on correlated
channels compared with the IRC. [4, 6].
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3.3 MRC with per-antenna noise suppression
(MRCPA)
The 3GPP option 1 receiver [46] is considered a baseline linear receiver used in
LTE-Advanced standardization by 3GPP members. The MRCPA assumes that each
receiver antenna knows the received colored noise-plus-interference power and the
algorithm requires only the effective channel’s covariance matrix of the desired layer.
Other possible co-scheduled transmitted layers from the same serving-eNB (sharing
the same PRBs) intended, or not, for the same UE are not estimated. For a single-
user system, with rank > 1, this means that only the covariance matrix of the layer
to be decoded is estimated. The complete co-layer interference covariance matrix
is assumed not known, however some information is included in the colored noise
covariance term. The MRCPA receiver filter can be written as
Gk =Heff
H
k
(
Heffk Heffk
H + diag (CN)
)−1
, (23)
and after considering channel estimation, the MRCPA can be rewritten as
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k
(
Hˆeffk Hˆeffk
H
+ diag (CN)
)−1
. (24)
The colored noise covariance matrix is considered to diagonal, where
diag (CN) = diag(σ1, · · · , σi), (25)
is the diagonal part. It is assumed that each received antenna experience colored
noise power, σi 6= σj, ∀i, j, i 6= j. Hence, no spatial information about the interferers
is included in the receiver filter.
3.4 LMMSE with co-layer interference suppression
(LMMSECL)
The LMMSECL, also called 3GPP option 2, is the second baseline linear receiver
used by 3GPP members. The main difference between MRCPA and LMMSECL
receivers is that LMMSECL estimates covariance matrices for all desired layers. In
other words, the co-layer interference generated in single user transmissions with
rank>1 is taken into account by the receiver filter. The LMMSECL receiver filter
can be written as
Gk =Heff
H
k
(
Heffk Heffk
H + HeffclkHeffclk
H + diag (Cnn)
)−1
, (26)
and after considering channel estimation, it can be rewritten as
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k
(
Hˆeffk Hˆeffk
H
+ HˆeffclkHˆeffclk
H
+ diag (Cnn)
)−1
, (27)
where diag (Cnn) represents the colored noise for this receiver filter. The covariance
matrix Cnn is formed by the inter-site interference covariance matrix and the AWGN
noise covariance as
Cnn = Cext +CW.
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Generally speaking, LMMSECL has a better performance than MRCPA because it
estimates effective channels for all transmitted layers between the serving-eNB and
a given UE. This approach effectively reduces intra-cell interference, improving es-
pecially average cell throughput (as shown in Section 6).
In order to reduce the inter-cell interference (interference coming from other
transmission points than the serving-eNB), the knowledge of the external interfer-
ence covariance matrix is needed. Direct estimation of effective channels between
a given UE and its strongest external interferers and later calculation of the exter-
nal interference covariance matrices would be desirable, but it is not possible in the
current LTE-Advanced system because of signaling and processing time restrictions.
Thus, a different approach based on the indirect estimation of external interference
covariance matrices is used [21, 22, 22, 23, 47, 48].
In the following sections two algorithms that indirectly estimate the IRC interfer-
ence covariance matrix are presented, the first estimates the total covariance matrix
needed by the IRC receiver using the received data symbols, the second indirectly
estimates the external interference covariance matrix using reference symbols.
3.5 Data-sample-based linear interference aware receiver
(LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA)
The data-sample-based linear interference aware receiver is an IRC receiver in which
the IRC interference covariance matrix is estimated using received data samples.
In this section, the data-sample-based IRC interference covariance matrix estima-
tion algorithm will be shown and after the Wishart distribution based emulation of
the IRC interference covariance matrix estimation will be presented. The acronym
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA indicates the Wishart distribution based emulation of the data-
sample-based linear interference aware receiver.
The covariance matrix used by the IRC receiver can be computed with an al-
gorithm that utilizes the received data samples to estimate the whole received sig-
nal covariance matrix Cˆrr. In this case, the desired and interfering signal covari-
ance matrices are not estimated independently, but a single estimate is computed
which includes the spatial information about the desired and interfering signals
[21, 22, 23, 24, 47, 48].
The data-sample-based interference aware receiver utilizes the estimated covari-
ance matrix Cˆrr for building the receiver filter in a similar way as the IRC in Equa-
tion (12). The received signal covariance matrix can be estimated using received
data samples as
Cˆrr =
1
NDS
NDS∑
n=1
rnrn
H
=
1
NDS
RRH, (28)
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where, NDS indicates the number of data samples considered,
R =
[
r1 r2 · · · rn · · · rNDS
]
is a matrix which has NDS columns and rn has
dimensions Nr × 1. Note that all columns of R are independent. The received
vector sample rn is formed by data samples taken from the same position in time
and frequency domain on each receiver antenna. The vector r is assumed to be
a p-variate random variable with covariance Crr. The estimate is created as the
average of NDS sample covariance matrices of individual received vector samples.
The received modulated samples can be chosen randomly from the PDSCH received
modulated symbols in time and frequency [48]. The estimated spatial covariance
matrix contains the directional knowledge of the intended signal and interference
signals. An IRC-type receiver could be implemented directly with this algorithm
without additional channel estimation capabilities. However, in a system simulator
the actual received baseband samples are not available as explained in Section 1.2,
thus a model is needed to study the potential receiver gain in different scenarios of
interest.
The emulation of the covariance matrix estimation is possible thanks to the tools
developed in random matrix theory. As shown in Annex A.4, the sample covariance
matrix follows a Wishart distribution with NDS degrees of freedom and covariance
matrix Crr if the columns rn of the sample vector are complex Gaussian distributed.
1
NDS
NDS∑
n=1
rnr
H
n ∼W(NDS,Crr)
Cˆrr ∼W(NDS,Crr) .
The Wishart distribution allows us to generate with NDS degrees of freedom an
estimated covariance matrix Cˆrr which has similar statistical properties as the ideal
covariance matrix Crr. The Bartlett’s decomposition (see Annex A.5) easies the
computation of the estimated covariance matrix Cˆrr by allowing
Cˆrr ≈ LAAHLH, (29)
where the lower triangular matrixL can be computed numerically using the Cholesky
decomposition Crr = LL
H. The diagonal elements of the Nr×Nr A lower triangular
matrix follow a Chi-square distribution such that cii = a
2
ii, cii ∼ X 2NDS−i+1 (i =
1, . . . , Nr), with independent elements aij (1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ Nr) following a normal
distribution N (0, 1) and elements aij (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ Nr) equal zero [50], in other
words matrix A can be expressed as
A =


√
c11 0 · · · · · · 0
n2,1
√
c22 0 · · · 0
n3,1 n3,2
√
c33 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . . 0
nNr,1 nNr,2 · · · · · · √cNrNr

 . (30)
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The number of data samples NDS taken into account varies according the sub-
frame configuration due to the number of OFDM symbols assigned for PDCCH,
and antenna configuration due to the overhead caused by reference signals as briefly
explained in Section 2.1.4. For example, assuming 3 ODFM symbols reserved for
PDCCH and 4 × 2 antenna configuration where DMRS are used (12 RE overhead)
then NDS = (14 − 3) × 12 − 12 = 120. Finally, the data-sample-based linear inter-
ference aware receiver considering channel estimation is
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k
(
Cˆrr
)−1
, (31)
where Cˆrr, can be computed with Equation (29), with NDS degrees of freedom.
This Wishart distribution based modeling has been used in an LTE-Advanced
system simulator to evaluate the performance of the data-sample-based interference
aware receiver. Furthermore, during the research period the Wishart distribution
based modeling has been validated in different publications [23, 47, 48] against an
actual data-sample-based IRC receiver that uses baseband samples for the compu-
tation of the covariance matrix in a link level simulator.
3.6 Reference-symbol-based linear interference aware receiver
(LMMSE-IRCWI-RS)
The reference-symbol-based linear interference aware receiver is an IRC receiver in
which the IRC external interference covariance matrix is estimated using reference
symbols or pilots. In this section, the external interference covariance matrix esti-
mation algorithm will be shown and after the Wishart distribution based emulation
of the IRC external interference covariance matrix estimation will be presented. The
acronym LMMSE-IRCWI-RS indicates the Wishart distribution based emulation of
the reference-symbol-based linear interference aware receiver.
The LMMSE-IRCWI-RS receiver algorithm utilizes an external interference co-
variance matrix estimated indirectly using reference symbols transmitted on the
PDSCH. In this receiver, the covariance matrix is divided into two parts, the intra-
cell interference covariance matrix and the external interference covariance matrix.
As shown below, both covariance matrices can be calculated using reference symbols.
Moreover, the receiver filter will look like the LMMSECL in Equation (27) except for
the additional external covariance matrix termCext. Considering channel estimation
the receiver filter reads
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k
(
Hˆeffk Hˆeffk
H
+ HˆeffclkHˆeffclk
H
+ Cˆext + CW
)−1
, (32)
where the inter-cell interference covariance matrix Cˆext is estimated from the residual
information on the reference symbol (RS) positions as
Cˆext =
1
NRS
NRS∑
n=1
sns
H
n , (33)
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where NRS is the number of reference symbols available on the PDSCH, n corre-
sponds to a specific time-frequency location on the analyzed PRB where reference
symbols are located and sn is the residual interference vector. The residual inter-
ference vector is defined as
sn = yn − Hˆeffnpn, (34)
where yn is the received signal vector in the n time-frequency position, Hˆeffn is the
estimated effective channel in the n time-frequency position and pn is the trans-
mitted reference symbol vector on the n time-frequency position. The external
interference covariance matrix can be also expressed as
Cˆext =
1
NRS
NRS∑
n=1
sns
H
n
=
1
NRS
NRS∑
n=1
(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)H
. (35)
The RS-based linear interference aware receiver needs the actual baseband signals
and reference symbols for the external interference noise covariance estimation. The
reference-symbol-based linear interference aware receiver can also be emulated using
the Wishart distribution as the data-based linear interference aware receiver was
emulated.
The emulation of the IRC external interference covariance matrix is performed as
follows. The external interference covariance matrix follows a Wishart distribution
with NRS degrees of freedom and covariance matrix Cext defined in Equation (19),
such that
Cˆext ∼W(NRS,Cext) , (36)
The computation of the emulated external interference covariance matrix can be
performed with the Bartlett’s decomposition as discussed in the previous section.
This emulation will be used in the LTE system simulator to assess the performance of
RS-based interference aware receivers. The external interference covariance matrix
can also be expressed as
Cext = E
[(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)H]
= E
[
(yn − (Heffn + ǫn)pn) (yn − (Heffn + ǫn)pn)H
]
= Crr −HeffnHeffHn +Cǫ, (37)
where Hˆeffn = (Heffn + ǫn) indicates that the estimated effective channel can be
modeled with an error matrix ǫn [23, 47]. It is assumed that the channel estimation
error ǫn is uncorrelated from the received RS symbols yn in order to simplify the
model. The channel estimate is obtained through filtering the same symbol set,
which actually means that depending on the channel estimation filter and assumed
interference and noise level, the estimation noise could in fact be correlated between
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the samples which are sampled from the frequency and time domains. Consider-
ing that relatively good quality channel estimates are made, the magnitude of the
diagonal elements of Cǫ should be relatively small compared with the total interfer-
ence power. Thus, further simplification of Equation (37) could be assumed in the
modeling resulting in
Cext = Crr −HeffnHeffHn . (38)
As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, LTE makes use of two types of reference symbols
to acquire CSI information and perform channel estimation for demodulation. The
correct configuration of reference symbols depends on the transmission mode (see
Section 2.1.5). The transmission modes of interest are TM4 and TM9 because they
use closed-loop MIMO and multi-rank transmission. TM4 is based on CRS and
TM9 is based on CSI-RS and DMRS. The reference-symbol-based interference aware
receiver might have different implementations depending if CRS or DMRS is used
for demodulation, but the modeling in system level is rather similar as explained
later.
3.6.1 Cell-specific-RS-based linear interference aware receiver
LTE Release 8 defines the first seven LTE transmission modes based on CRS re-
ference signals (Section 2.1.4). In case of having TM4 mode, CRS can be used to
estimate the external interference covariance matrix by subtracting the transmitted
CRS symbols affected by the estimated effective channel from the received CRS
symbols in a specific time/frequency position. The estimated effective channel is
the estimated channel multiplied by the used precoder at the receiver side. This
provides the estimated interference amplitude seen by data symbols. The external
interference covariance is computed as
CˆCRS =
1
NCRS
NCRS∑
n=1
snsn
H (39)
=
1
NCRS
NCRS∑
n=1
(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)H
(40)
=
1
NCRS
NCRS∑
n=1
(
yn − Hˆnwpn
)(
yn − Hˆnwpn
)H
(41)
where w is the precoder utilized for the data transmission in the layer to be decoded
and studied PRB, the vector yn contains the received CRS symbols and the vector
pn contains the transmitted CRS symbols.
As explained in Equation (36), the external interference covariance matrix esti-
mation algorithm based on CRS can be emulated using the Wishart distribution as
CˆCRS ∼W(NCRS,Cext) , (42)
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where the number of CRS reference symbols in the PDSCH equals NCRS. For exam-
ple, a 2 × 2 MIMO antenna configuration is configured with 16 CRS per PRB out
of which 12 CRS are located in the PDSCH. The receiver filter can be computed as
Gˆk = Hˆeff
H
k
(
HˆeffkHˆeffk
H
+ HˆeffclkHˆeffclk
H
+ CˆCRS + CW
)−1
. (43)
This emulation will be used in a system simulator to assess the performance of
CRS-based interference aware receivers.
3.6.2 UE-specific-RS based linear interference aware receiver
LTE-Advanced Release 10 and forthcoming releases can make use of CSI-RS and
DMRS reference signals as previously explained in Section 2.1.4. In case of hav-
ing TM9 mode, the UE-specific demodulation reference symbols (DMRS) can also
be used to estimate the external interference covariance matrix by subtracting the
transmitted DMRS symbol affected by the estimated effective channel from the ac-
tual received DMRS symbols in a specific time/frequency position. This provides
the estimated external interference amplitude. We compute the external interference
covariance as
CˆDMRS =
1
NDMRS
NDMRS∑
n=1
snsn
H
=
1
NDMRS
NDMRS∑
n=1
(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)(
yn − Hˆeffnpn
)H
(44)
where the vector yn contains the received DMRS symbols and vector pn contains the
DMRS transmitted symbols from the serving-eNB for the time-frequency position
n [23, 24, 47]. As explained in Equation (36), the DMRS based external interfer-
ence covariance matrix estimation algorithm can be emulated using the Wishart
distribution as
CˆDMRS ∼W(NDMRS,Cext) , (45)
where NDMRS equal to the configured number of DMRS symbols. For example,
a 4 × 2 MIMO is configured with 12 DMRS per PRB. The receiver filter can be
computed as
Gˆk =Heff
H
k
(
HeffkHeffk
H + HeffclkHeffclk
H + CˆDMRS + CW
)−1
. (46)
This emulation will be used in a system simulator to assess the performance of
DMRS-based interference aware receivers.
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4 Simulation model
A radio network is a complex system that can be modeled with different levels of
abstraction depending on the problem to be studied. After a system is properly
modeled, computer simulations can be performed. A popular method of performing
computer simulations is by utilizing Monte Carlo methods.
Monte Carlo methods form an experimental branch of mathematics that employs
simulations driven by random number generators [51]. In a very general manner,
Monte Carlo experiments can be categorized in two broad classes: 1) Direct simu-
lation of a naturally random system; and 2)Addition of artificial randomness to a
system. In the context of radio network simulations, the natural randomness of fad-
ing processes of the channel is considered in the simulator according to the specific
channel models used (See Section 4.3). Also, the distribution of UEs and small-cells
in the simulator follow a random process as will be explained in Sections 4.1 and
4.2.
An accurate performance analysis of a radio network in terms of transmission
chain, baseband processing, scheduling processing, radio channel modeling, network
topology, network traffic, etc is computationally prohibitive. Thus, it is common to
perform the analysis from either a system level perspective or a link level perspective
in order to reduce computational complexity.
System level simulators are designed to model more realistic interference environ-
ments by including multiple cells, multiple UEs and special channel models like the
Spatial Channel Model (SCM) or ITU-R channel models. In system level simulators
a large radio network can be studied. On the other hand, system level simulators
lack of baseband signal modeling which make the study of advanced receiver algo-
rithms very challenging. In contrast, link level simulators model a point-to-point
transmission chain in detail but lack of realistic interference modeling.
System level simulators of radio systems can be classified in 3 groups: static,
quasi-static and dynamic system level simulators. In a static simulator, mobile ter-
minals do not change positions during simulation time, hence the radio environment
in terms of fast fading stays invariable during simulation time. In a dynamic simu-
lator, mobile terminals change positions during simulation time, hence the path-loss
and fast-fading values of mobile terminals are changing during simulation time.
The quasi-static simulator provides a complexity compromise between static and
dynamic simulators. In a quasi-static simulator, mobile terminals do not change
positions during simulation time (path-loss remains the same), but the fast-fading
is emulated by assigning a speed parameter to the mobile terminal. In this thesis, a
quasi-static simulator is utilized for all the presented simulations.
This thesis makes use of an LTE-Advanced system level model. In the model,
the proper link details are simplified such as the minimum time domain granularity
is one sub-frame (1ms). Thus, proper OFDM symbols are not modeled and instead
of performing the demodulation process with baseband signals, a Link-to-System
interface is used to map SINR values to throughput values via look-up BER tables
[52]. Also, the traffic process is modeled as a full buffer model. This model assumes
that all UEs in the network have data waiting to be transmitted all the time. Fur-
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thermore, the scheduler is modeled as a proportional fair scheduler in both time and
frequency domains as explained in [53].
Traditionally, in order to assess the exact performance of linear receiver algo-
rithms, link level analysis is performed using actual baseband signals. However, link
level analysis tends to overlook the complex interference structure experienced by
UEs located in different geographical positions in a multi-cell environment. On the
other hand, system level analysis takes into account complex interference structures
but the study of linear receiver algorithms is challenging due to the lack of baseband
signals.
4.1 Network topology
In order to provide a wider view on the performance of linear receiver algorithms,
five different network topologies, which include homogeneous and heterogeneous
networks, have been considered in this thesis. The macro (homogeneous) topology
is characterized by an hexagonal layout composed by 19 sites, each site hosting three
macro eNBs (MeNB), or 3 sectors. All MeNBs transmit with the same transmission
power. The heterogeneous topology is an extension of the macro topology where
small-cells (e.g. pico-cells) are dropped within the MeNB’s region of coverage. The
main characteristics of the heterogeneous topology are that pico-eNBs (PeNB) have
an omni-directional antenna pattern and transmit with reduced power compared
with a MeNB. The specific assumptions for the different topologies can be found in
Table 1.
Table 1: Assumptions about network topologies
Network topologies Simulation assumptions
Macro 3GPP Case 1 See Table 3
Macro 3GPP Case 3 See Table 3
Macro ITU-R UMa See Table 4
Heterogeneous network Configuration 1 See Tables 4 and 5
Heterogeneous network Configuration 4b See Tables 4 and 5
4.2 User equipment distribution
The UE distribution depends on the network topology. For homogeneous topologies,
it is assumed that 10 UEs are uniformly distributed inside each sector. This means
that at the beginning of a simulation run, random experiments are performed where
UEs are dropped into the network with (x, y) coordinates, where “x” and “y” follow
uniform distributions. After 10 UEs are successfully dropped inside each simulated
MeNB region of coverage, the simulation starts. After a large number of simulation
runs are performed, the results are averaged in order to obtain a clear picture of the
performance for a given network topology.
In case of heterogeneous topologies, two UE dropping modes are considered:
Heterogeneous network Configuration 1 and Configuration 4b. Both configurations
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include sectors having one MeNB and four uniformly distributed PeNB within the
sector. Configuration 1 is a non-clustered UE dropping mode, where 25 UEs are
uniformly distributed inside a sector. In contrast, Configuration 4b is a clustered
UE dropping mode where 10 UEs are uniformly distributed inside a sector, following
the same rules as in the homogeneous topology, and 5 UEs are uniformly distributed
inside each PeNB region of coverage. The final cell selection between UEs and radio
stations (MeNB or PeNB) is performed by received power levels.
Table 2 summarizes the UE distributions across the scenarios of interest consid-
ered in this thesis.
Table 2: Distribution of UEs across the scenarios
Scenario Macro eNB Pico eNB
3GPP Case 1 10 UE uniformly distributed -
3GPP Case 3 10 UE uniformly distributed -
ITU-R UMa 10 UE uniformly distributed -
HetNet
Configuration 1
30 UE uniformly distributed in macro coverage
region
HetNet
Configuration 4b
10 UE uniformly
distributed in macro
coverage region
5 UE uniformly
distributed in pico
coverage region
4.3 Channel models
The channel model describes the characteristics of the wireless channel to be studied.
These characteristics can be described in terms of path-loss, shadowing, multi-path
components, Doppler spread and fast-fading. The channel models considered in
this thesis are the models utilized by 3GPP members in the development of LTE-
Advanced standards. The selection of the correct channel model will depend of the
scenario of interest. Generally speaking, two main channel models are considered:
the 3GPP channel models, and the ITU-R channel models.
The 3GPP Spacial Channel Models (SCM) used in this thesis are Case 1 and
Case 3 [54, 55]. Case 1 represents a dense urban deployment scenario where Inter-
Site Distance (ISD) is 500m with 15◦ of electrical antenna tilt, and Case 3 represents
a deployment where ISD is 1732m with 6◦ of electrical antenna tilt. Also, SCM
models the required elements to study the effects MIMO antenna technologies.
Furthermore, the ITU-R has approved ITU-R channel models for the evaluation
of IMT-A systems [56]. In this thesis, the Urban Macrocell (UMa) and Urban
Microcell (UMi) models are used for the macro ITU-R UMa deployment and the
heterogeneous deployments.
The simulation assumptions for different channel models together with corre-
sponding network topologies can be referred from Table 1.
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Table 3: Simulation assumptions for 3GPP macro Case 1 and 3
Parameters Case 1 Case 3
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Carrier frequency 2000 MHz
Cellular layout Hexagonal grid, 19 cell sites, 3 sectors per site
Inter-site distance 500m 1732m
Distance dependent
path-loss
L = 128.1 + 37.6log10 (R) R: Km
Shadowing standard
deviation
8 dB
Shadowing correlation:
Between cells
Between sectors
-
0.5
1.0
Penetration loss 20 dB
Antenna pattern hori-
zontal
AH(ϕ) = −min
[
12
(
ϕ
ϕ 3dB
)2
, Am
]
ϕ 3dB = 70
◦ degrees, Am = 25 dB
Antenna pattern verti-
cal
.
AV(θ) = −min
[
12
(
θ − θetilt
θ 3dB
)2
, SLAv
]
θ 3dB = 10
◦ degrees, SLAv = 20 dB
Antenna height at the eNB is set to 32 m. Antenna
height at the UE is set to 1.5 m.
Antenna pattern verti-
cal, electrical tilt
θ etilt = 15
◦degree θ etilt = 6
◦degree
Combined 3D antenna
pattern
A(ϕ, θ) = −min {−[AH(ϕ) + AV(θ)], Am}
Total eNB TX power
(PTotal)
46 dBm
Minimum distance be-
tween UE and Cell
≥ 35 meters
Hard Handover hys-
teresis
ideal selection and 3 dB margin
Traffic model Full Buffer
UEs/sector 10
Other assumptions See [54]
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Table 4: Simulation assumptions for ITU-R UMa
Parameters ITU-R UMa
Type of user Outdoor user
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Carrier frequency 2000 MHz
Cellular layout Hexagonal grid, 19 cell sites, 3 sectors per site
Inter-site distance 500m
Average street width 20m
Average building
height
20m
Break point distance dBP = 4hBShUTfc/c
Probability of LOS PLOS = min(18/d, 1)×(1−exp(−d/36)+exp(−d/36)
d : distance [m]
Path-loss LOS For 10m < d < dBP ,
L = 22.0 log(d) + 28.0 + 20 log(fc)
For dBP < d < 5000m,
L = 40 log(d) + 7.8− 18.0 log(hBS)− 18.0 log(hUT) +
2.0 log(fc)
Path-loss NLOS L = 161.04 − 7.1 log(W ) + 7.5 log(h) − (24.37 −
3.7(h/hBS)
2) log(hBS)+(43.42−3.1 log(hBS))(log(d)−
3) + 20 log(fc)− (3.2(log(11.75hUT))2 − 4.97)
Total eNB TX power
(PTotal)
46 dBm
eNB noise figure 5 dB
UE noise figure 7 dB
eNB antenna gain
(boresight)
17dBi
UE antenna gain 0dBi
Hard Handover hys-
teresis
Ideal selection and 3 dB margin
Traffic model Full Buffer
UEs/sector 10
Other assumptions See [54, 56]
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Table 5: Simulation assumption for ITU-R UMi cases
Parameters ITU-R UMi
Type of user Outdoor user
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Carrier frequency 2000 MHz
Cellular layout Small-cell below macro coverage region
Break point distance dBP = 4hBShUTfc/c
Probability of LOS PLOS = min(18/d, 1)×(1−exp(−d/36)+exp(−d/36)
d : distance [m]
Path-loss LOS For 10m < d < dBP ,
L = 22.0 log(d) + 28.0 + 20 log(fc)
For dBP < d < 5000m,
L = 40 log(d) + 7.8− 18.0 log(hBS)− 18.0 log(hUT) +
2.0 log(fc)
Path-loss NLOS Valid for the hexagonal cell layout
L = 36.7 log(d) + 22.7 + 26 log(fc)
Total eNB TX power
(PTotal)
30 dBm
Antenna pattern verti-
cal
.
AV(θ) = −min
[
12
(
θ − θetilt
θ 3dB
)2
, SLAv
]
θ 3dB = 40
◦ degrees, SLAv = 20 dB
eNB noise figure 5 dB
UE noise figure 7 dB
eNB antenna gain
(boresight)
17dBi
UE antenna gain 0dBi
Other assumptions See [54, 56]
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4.4 Antenna array configuration and antenna gain pattern
The spatial MIMO channel is dependent of the utilized antenna configuration [44,
56]. In this thesis, Uniform Linear Arrays (ULA) and Cross-polarized (XP) antenna
arrays are considered. The ULA is a configuration where the N antenna elements
are placed parallel to each other and separated by a distance d. Also, the antenna
elements form a slant angle with respect to the horizon. The XP is a configuration
where N antenna elements are placed in pairs forming a cross. Each pair is separated
by a distance d. Also, the antenna pair form a slant angle with respect to the horizon.
The distance between the antenna elements (or pairs) is controlled by selecting
a suitable distance d as a multiple of the wavelength (λ) of the carrier frequency.
Closely spaced arrays make use of d = λ/2, whereas widely spaced arrays make
use of d = 4λ. In addition, the correlation between the antenna elements can be
controlled by selecting a suitable combination of distance d and antenna configu-
ration. For example, a high correlation is obtained by using a closely spaced XP
antenna configuration, and a low correlation is obtained by using a widely spaced
ULA antenna configuration.
The antenna pattern gain is modeled as a 3D pattern. The 3D antenna gain
pattern is built as a combination of horizontal and vertical antenna gains. The
3D antenna gain considers both the (x, y, z) UE position and the fixed electrical
tilt of the eNB antenna array. For example, a description of the 3GPP Case 1 3D
antenna pattern is given below. The 3GPP Case 1 antenna pattern model is defined
in Table 6 and depicted in Figure 5. A 3-sector site is located at the center of the
figure. Each sector is separated by 120◦degrees, the eNB height is 32m, the electrical
downtilt angle is 15◦degrees and the UE height is 1.5m. The site mast is located
on the z-axis, and Figure 5 provides a 2D view looking from the top of the mast to
the ground. The red color indicates higher values of C/I while the dark blue color
represents C/I ≤ -3dB.
The horizontal antenna pattern provides the horizontal antenna gain of the beam
inside a sector. Near the sector edge, the gain might take the value of the minimum
default -Am depending on the angle ϕ. Similarly, the vertical antenna pattern
provides the vertical antenna gain. If an UE is too close or too far from the mast,
the θ-angle can be such that the vertical antenna gain takes the minimum default
value of - SLAv.
The 3D combination method also allows for a condition where the minimum
default can be selected. Both situations are noticed when the minimum default
values of gains are selected near the central circle in Figure 5, were the C/I value is
-3dB (the antenna gains of three sectors yield the same value). This also happens
on the outer area of the figure. This behavior is caused by the antenna model and
might not exactly reflect real life antenna patterns.
During simulations, one avoids dropping UEs in the central area by adjusting the
minimum UE - eNB distance, and the electrical tilt angle. The outer area receives
coverage from other sites. It is worth repeating that the 3D antenna pattern utilizes
a fixed eNB tilt for all simulated UEs because the antenna array is considered to be
a passive antenna array. A passive antenna array is a traditional array where the
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Figure 5: 3D pattern for antenna gain
Table 6: 3D antenna pattern for 3GPP macro Case 1
Parameter Value
Antenna pattern hori-
zontal
AH(ϕ) = −min
[
12
(
ϕ
ϕ 3dB
)2
, Am
]
ϕ 3dB = 70
◦ degrees, Am = 25 dB
Antenna pattern verti-
cal
AV(θ) = −min
[
12
(
θ − θetilt
θ 3dB
)2
, SLAv
]
θ 3dB = 10
◦ degrees, SLAv = 20 dB
Antenna height at the eNB is set to 32 m. Antenna
height at the UE is set to 1.5 m.
θ etilt = 15
◦degree
Combined 3D antenna
pattern
A(ϕ, θ) = −min {−[AH(ϕ) + AV(θ)], Am}
power electronics are located outside the antenna array and the vertical antenna tilt
is fixed. In contrast, in an active antenna array the power electronics are located
within each antenna elements. One of the characteristics of active antenna array is
that the antenna tilt can be variable for each transmission. This can enable a model
where each simulated UE will use an optimized eNB tilt in order to improve C/I
and reduce interference.
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5 Interference analysis of the LTE-Advanced ra-
dio network
It was previously mentioned in the introduction that there is a belief that in many
LTE deployment scenarios exist a dominant source of interference that can be re-
jected by using the Interference Rejection Combining receiver (IRC). The existence
of a dominant source of interference is indeed analyzed in this chapter and shown
using an LTE system level simulator.
The radio spectrum is a scarce resource that should be utilized as efficiently
as possible. In order to achieve this goal, continuous enhancements in the radio
link performance, advanced RRM methods and interference mitigation techniques
are used. For example, the LTE-Advanced system uses frequency-reuse equal one
meaning the whole available frequency band is reused by every eNB in the network.
In practice, using the same frequency band in neighboring cells will cause high levels
of inter-cell interference especially at cell edges.
In the next section, an introductory analysis of the interference situation expe-
rience by UEs inside an LTE-Advanced radio network is provided.
5.1 LTE-Advanced as interference-limited cellular system
It is well-known that the capacity of a densely deployed cellular system is interfer-
ence limited. The Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise ratio (SINR) is a metric for the
desired signal quality that gives insight about the experienced interference situation.
In an homogeneous cellular network composed by NeNB Macro eNBs, the SINR in
downlink direction, from the point of view of the UEi and a single antenna, can be
modeled as
Γ(i) =
giipiBW(
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gijpj
)
BW + σ2 (BW )
=
giipi
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gijpj + σ2
, (47)
where, gii is the link gain between the UEi and the serving eNBi, pi(W/Hz) is
the serving eNB transmission power per Hz, gij is the link gain between the UEi
and the interfering eNBj , pj(W/Hz) is the interfering eNBj transmission power per
Hz, BW (Hz) is the system bandwidth and σ2(W/Hz) is the noise power density.
Assuming that the interference power density is very much greater than the noise
power density, that is
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gijpj ≫ σ2, we can rewrite the SINR as
Γ(i) ≈ giipi
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gijpj
.
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Furthermore, in a macro deployment all eNBs transmit with the same power pi = pj,
thus the SINR can be further simplified as
Γ(i) ≈ gii
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gij
From the latter expression, we can see that the SINR is independent of the
transmit power, moreover the SINR is derived by the network topology and chan-
nel conditions. Maintaining the former assumptions the same conclusion can be
obtained from (47), if pi ≫ σ2 then (σ2/pi)→ 0 as
Γ(i) =
gii
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gij +
(
σ2
pi
) ≈ gii
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gij
(48)
This SINR concept can easily be extended to the case where pico-eNBs (PeNB) are
deployed within the macro coverage using frequency reuse one, that is the macro
eNB (MeNB) and PeNBs share the same frequency band. Supposing that PeNB
transmit power pm is lower than MeNB transmit power pi, that is pm = αpi, thus
from Equation (47) the SINR is
Γ(i) =
giipiBW
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gijpjBW +
NPeNB∑
m=1
gimpmBW + σ2BW
=
giipi
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gijpj +
NPeNB∑
m=1
gimpm + σ2
,
This yields the interference limited SINR as
Γ(i) ≈ gii
NeNB∑
j=1;j 6=i
gij + α
NPeNB∑
m=1
gim
, (49)
It is clear from Equations (48) (49) that the SINR values for a heterogeneous
network are lower than for the macro case. This situation is worse at cell-edge
where the external interference signal powers are strong and the serving cell signal
power is weak. Nonetheless heterogeneous networks bring gains due to cell splitting
[57].
5.2 Interference profile analysis
As explained in Section 2.1.3, the LTE-Advanced time/frequency resource is divided
into physical resource blocks (PRBs) that are assigned to UEs by a time/frequency
scheduler [53]. The scheduling decisions of neighboring cells will affect the instantaneous/short-
term interference levels experienced by UEs.
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In a full-buffer case study, it is safe to assume in the long-term that the interfer-
ence originating from other-than-the-serving cells is present on the whole bandwidth
regardless of the scheduling decisions. Hence, the interference profile characteriza-
tion metric can be based only on the wideband received power level. A classic quality
metric that characterizes the interference levels of a given network topology is the
wideband SINR. In general, the wideband SINR, also called Geometry factor, can
be written as
Γ =
Ior
Ioc +N
=
S0
M−1∑
i=1
Si +N
,
where, M = NeNB + NPeNB indicates the number of eNBs present in the studied
network, N is the noise power, Si is a vector of received power levels, Ioc is the sum
of received powers from all interfering eNBs which can be expanded as
Ioc =
M−1∑
i=1
Si.
It is assumed that Si is sorted by power intensity in descending order, except for
the first element S0 which correspond always to the serving-eNB received power,
that is Ior = S0. Moreover, note that the received power of the serving-eNB is never
considered in any Ioc calculation as this term indicates exclusively interference power.
The contribution to the total interference differs from interferer to interferer
mainly due to network topology and UE location. This thesis aims to analyze this
variation utilizing an interference metric called Dominant Interference Proportion
of the interferer j (DIPj) which is a variation of the well-known Dominant to rest
of Interference Ratio (DIR) [16]. The DIRj is defined as
DIRj =
Sj
M−1∑
i=1,i 6=j
Si +N
; ∀j > 0,
and the Dominant Interference Proportion of the interferer j (DIPj) is defined as
DIPj =
Sj
M−1∑
i=1
Si +N
; ∀j > 0, (50)
and differs from the DIRj only in the denominator term. The DIRj is a ratio
between the power of an interferer j to the rest of the interference plus noise power,
and the DIPj is a ratio between the power of an interferer j to the total interference
plus noise power. Also note from Equation (50) that the SINR can be expressed as
Γ = DIP0. As Si is assumed to be sorted by interference power strength, the DIP1
indicates ratio of the power of the most dominant interferer to the total interference
plus noise power in the system.
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In addition, the DIPj and DIRj are related quantities. It is easy to show that
DIPj =
1
1
DIRj
+ 1
=
DIRj
1 +DIRj
.
For this reason, this thesis will use DIPj to analyze via computer simulations in-
terference profiles in different network topologies and deployment scenarios as its
conversion to DIRj is trivial.
As explained in Section 5.1, the sources of downlink interference in a macro
radio network deployment are other macro-eNBs and the interference profile depends
mainly on the macro network topology. Moreover, it will be shown in the following
sub-sections that the interference profile also depends on the cell selection procedure,
specifically on the hard hand-over margin value.
5.2.1 Homogeneous macro 3GPP Case 1
In this sub-section the interference profile for the 3GPP macro Case 1 will be study
via computer simulations. The simulation model and assumptions were presented
in Section 4 and in Section 4.1, Table 3 respectively. Other specific simulation
assumptions are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Additional simulation assumptions for interference profile assessment
Parameter Value
Number of realizations 100 runs
Hard Hand-over margin 0 dB (ideal selection) and 3 dB
Traffic model Full Buffer
UEs/sector 10
The interference profile for the studied homogeneous macro radio network de-
ployment is mainly showed for two values of hard hand-over (HO) margin 0 dB
(also called ideal cell selection) and 3 dB. The hard hand-over margin has an effect
on the system geometry specially in the cell-edge zone as depicted Figure 6 for six
HO margin values (0 dB, 2 dB, 3 dB, 4 dB, 5 dB and 6 dB). From the figure it is
observed that the number of cell-edge terminals increases (the number of UE in low
geometry zone increases) when a higher handover margin value is used compared
with the ideal cell selection case. Different geometry distributions will affect the
interference profile as shown later.
The DIP profile for the eight strongest interferers is computed for every simu-
lated terminal. One simulation run includes 19 sites containing three macro-eNBs
each, 10 UEs are dropped inside every eNB coverage area. Thus, the total number
of UEs per run is 19 × 3 × 10 = 570. In order to have a considerable high number
of samples to compute meaningful statistics, one hundred runs have been simulated
and some statistical measures have been computed on the sample pool.
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Figure 6: Geometry of the 3GPP Case 1 for selected values of hard hand-over margin
First statistics computed from the sample pool are unconditional median DIPj
of the eight strongest interferers. The name unconditional median comes from the
fact that the median DIPj is computed from all observations unconditionally of
their geometry factor value. The resulting profiles DIP1, · · · , DIP8 are presented in
Figure 7 and Figure 8 as power ratios for the ideal cell selection and 3 dB handover
margin cases respectively. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that DIP values might be
differentiable up-to DIP5 , thereafter DIP values are very small.
It can be observed that indeed a dominant interference exists which contains
almost 50% of the total interference power in this macro case. Also, Table 8 shows
the cumulative sum of dominant interferers powers to the total interference where
it is observed that the contribution of the most dominant 5 interferers correspond
to more than 80% of the total interference power.
Figure 7: Unconditioned median DIP profile, 3GPP Case 1, ideal cell selection
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Figure 8: Unconditioned median DIP profile, 3GPP Case 1, HO margin 3 dB
Table 8: Cumulative sum of interference power from dominant interferers for
3GPP Case 1 deployment scenario
HO margin DIP1 DIP2 DIP3 DIP4 DIP5 DIP6 DIP7 DIP8
0 dB 47.28% 20.52% 7.29% 4.14% 2.54% 1.90% 1.24% 0.89%
Cum. sum 47.3% 67.8% 75.1% 79.2% 81.8% 83.7% 84.9% 85.8%
3 dB 47.99% 20.23% 7.09% 3.91% 2.39% 1.78% 1.18% 0.86%
Cum. sum 48.0% 68.2% 75.3% 79.2% 81.6% 83.4% 84.6% 85.4%
It is unlikely that all UEs can be characterized by using only an unconditional
median DIP profile. Interference profiles of UEs with high geometry value should
be different compared with DIP profiles of UEs with low geometry value e.g. UEs
located on the cell-edge. This means the unconditional median DIP might not be
the most representative interference profile. In order to improve the interference
analysis, the sample pool is divided into sub-sets based on a geometry condition
plus a given tolerance, then the median DIP is computed for the selected sub-sets
as explained below. This method is called conditional median DIP .
1. Choose a set of geometry values for which the analysis will be performed.
2. Create sample sub-sets by filtering UEs with the given geometry conditions
considering a tolerance of ±0.2 (e.g. G = 0 dB± 0.2 dB )
3. Collect the values inside the sub-set and compute the median DIP .
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Figure 9: Conditioned median DIP profile [dB], 3GPP Case 1, ideal cell selection
Figure 10: Conditioned median DIP profile [dB], 3GPP Case 1, HO = 3 dB
The conditional median DIP profiles computed for the ideal cell selection and cell
selection with hard hand-over margin of 3 dB are depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10
respectively for geometry points ranging from -4 dB to +22 dB with a 0.5 dB
step. The depicted figures show how the DIP values change at different geometry
positions. The label “All” in the mentioned tables refer to the unconditional DIP
values. From the figures it is clearly observed that the power of the first dominant
and second dominant interferers varies across the geometry axis. Nonetheless, in
most of the geometry positions exists a clear dominant interferer.
In addition, a strange behavior its noticed exactly at the condition G = -3 dB for
both simulated cases. Especially from Figure 10, it is observed that at G ≈ −3 dB,
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the DIP1 ≈ DIP2 ≈ −3 dB , which suggests that the serving cell and the two
strongest interferer cells have almost same transmission power.
In order to better understand this behavior, the location map of simulated UEs
having G ≈ −3 dB is depicted in Figure 11 for the cell selection with hand-over
margin of 3 dB. The figure suggests there is a clustering of UEs near the eNB and on
the border between sectors. After filtering the UE´s having DIP 1 = −3 ± 0.3 dB,
we can see in Figure 12 that indeed a clustering behavior is present under these
conditions. This clustering behavior is an articraft caused by the 3GPP 3D antenna
pattern used and does not reflect a real antenna pattern behavior, hence the DIP
profile conditioned to G ≈ −3 dB should not be considered as representative of the
macro case. The same observations have been found an described in [58, 59]. For
comparison purposes another UE position map at geometry G ≈ −2.5dB is depicted
in Figure 13. In Figure 13 the clustering behavior is not present.
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Figure 11: UE position map - Geometry ≈ -3dB
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Figure 12: UE position map - Geometry ≈ -3dB & DIP 1 = -3 ±0.3dB
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Figure 13: UE position map - Geometry ≈ -2.5dB
5.2.2 Interference profile for heterogeneous scenario
The heterogeneous network, or HetNet, scenario considered in this thesis is divided in
two sub-cases, HetNet Configuration 1, and HetNet Configuration 4b as previously
shown on Table 2. DIP profiles for both configurations and two values of hard
handover margin are analyzed following the same principles as in Section 5.2.1.The
unconditional and conditional DIP profiles for both configurations are depicted in
Figure 14. In the figure’s legend, c1 denotes HetNet Configuration 1 and c4b denotes
HetNet Configuration 4b. HO: 0dB denotes 0 dB hard handover margin, or ideal
cell selection and HO: 3dB denotes 3 dB hard handover margin. The horizontal axis
represents geometry positions, except for the last element “All” which represents the
unconditional DIP profile. Note that only two strongest conditional DIP profiles
are depicted for each simulated case.
From Figure 14 it is clearly observed that at lower geometries the strongest
conditional DIP for HetNet cases with 3 dB hard handover margin is dominant.
Also, all strongest unconditional and conditional DIP are much dominant that
the second strongest. These observations support the belief that in many LTE
deployment scenarios exists a dominant source of interference.
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Figure 14: DIP profile [dB] for HetNet Configuration 1 and 4b
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6 Simulation results
The advanced linear interference aware receivers were modeled in Chapter 3 using
mathematical tools developed in random matrix theory. Specifically, the emulation
using the Wishart distribution of two IRC interference covariance matrix estima-
tion algorithms was presented. These models of advanced receivers were applied in
an LTE-Advanced system level simulator in order to evaluate the performance of
advanced interference aware receivers.
This chapter summarizes the numerical performance of the different linear re-
ceiver algorithms studied in the deployment scenarios of interest. The methodology
utilized to summarize the results is inspired from inferential statistics, and it has
not been used in the reviewed telecommunications literature. In a nutshell, the
used statistical methods have been motivated by the need to draw more generic
conclusions about the performance of linear receivers from a large amount of results
generated by system level simulations. The obtained statistical summary provides a
wider comparative insight of how different linear receiver algorithms perform across
different deployment scenarios. This contrasts with a per-scenario summary where
only a single set of results per scenario are analyzed together as it is normally done
in the literature [24]. An example of a scenario summary can be found in Annex B.
A total of 70 scenarios were studied during the research period. These include
five network topologies, a set of antenna configurations and two values of hard hand-
over margin as it is explained in Section 6.1.
Figure 15 depicts the studied combination of network topologies and antenna
configurations. A set of performance indicators and spectral efficiency summaries
were obtained for each studied scenario. These indicators are useful when comparing
directly few number of specific scenarios (see for example [24]), but for the specific
case of this thesis, presenting all the information only distracts the attention of the
reader from the objectives of the study. For interested readers, a detailed example
of these performance indicators is presented in Annex B.
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Figure 15: Simulated scenarios
6.1 Scenarios of interest
The scenarios of interest cover homogeneous and heterogeneous networks (Sec-
tion 4.1) with different antenna configurations (Section 4.4) and two different values
of hard-handover margin. In total 35 different network deployments, summarized in
Figure 15, are studied. This number is obtained by the combination of five network
topologies with the considered antenna configurations. The 2 × 2 LTE-Advanced
system can have ULA or XP antenna configurations at the eNB. Furthermore, the
2×2 ULA antenna configuration can be closely spaced or widely spaced as explained
in Section 4.4. Thus, three antenna configurations are available for the 2 × 2 case.
Similarly, the 4× 2 LTE-Advanced system can have ULA or XP antenna configura-
tions at the eNB. In a 4× 2 configuration both ULA and XP can be closely spaced
or widely spaced. Thus, four antenna configurations are available for the 4× 2 case.
In total there are 7 possible antenna configurations and the total number of network
deployment combinations is 5 × 7 = 35. Finally, two hand-over margins are con-
sidered. Thus, the total number of scenarios of interest is 70. Table 9 summarizes
the simulation scenarios and provides reference to the simulation assumptions. The
performance of the linear receivers is studied in each scenario of interest.
Table 9: Scenarios of interest
Network topology Simulation assumptions
3GPP Case 1 See tables 3, 2 and 10
3GPP Case 3 See tables 3, 2 and 10
ITU-R UMa See tables 4, 2 and 10
HetNet Configuration 1 See tables 4, 2 and 10
HetNet Configuration 4b See tables 4, 2 and 10
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6.2 Simulation assumptions
The main simulation assumptions are kept similar across all scenarios of interest.
Each linear receiver is analyzed assuming the XP and ULA antenna configurations
as explained in the previous section. In addition, the UE has a cross-polarized
antenna configuration as described in Table 10.
6.3 Summary of methodology
It is common to use statistical methods in order to make conclusions from large data
sets. In this particular case, the data set represents the obtained mean Spectral
Efficiency (SE) and cell-edge spectral efficiency achieved by the considered linear
receivers in the simulated scenarios of interest. The assumptions for the statistical
analysis are the following. It is assumed that the space Ω exists where all possible
configurations for the LTE-Advanced performance studies are included. Also, a
subset of the space Ω is defined as Ξ ⊂ Ω. In this study, Ξ is composed by all
the scenarios of interest described in sub-section 6.1. That is, Ξ = {ξ1, · · · , ξ70}.
Furthermore, all considered linear receivers in this thesis (Chapter 3) are studied in
each scenario of interest.
Two performance indicators are selected as observed samples for each scenario of
interest, ξj ∈ Ξ. These performance indicators are the mean spectral efficiency per
sector (mean SE/sector) denoted as mj and cell-edge spectral efficiency per sector
per UE (5%-cdf SE/Sector/UE) denoted as cj. The observed samples (mj and cj)
are considered to be random variables coming from the unknown CDF distributions
Fmean and FCellEdge. These distributions summarize the achievable mean spectral
efficiency and cell-edge spectral efficiency in the subset Ξ.
Using the random samples mj and cj , the empirical-CDFs F
′
mean and F
′
CellEdge
along with their average values and standard deviations are computed per receiver
algorithm. The obtained results are presented in Section 6.4. The mean SE empir-
ical CDF and cell-edge SE empirical CDF are depicted in Figure 16 and Figure 17
respectively. These figures provide performance comparisons for linear receiver al-
gorithms across all scenarios of interested.
6.4 Comparison of results
The comparison between linear receivers across the scenarios of interest is done by
observing the spectral efficiency empirical CDFs, the average values and standard
deviations. The average values and standard deviations of the spectral efficiency
observations per linear receiver algorithm are shown in Table 11 and Table 12 for
mean SE and cell-edge SE respectively. These statistical descriptions provide an
insight on the general performance of linear interference aware receivers in the LTE-
Advanced system.
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Table 11: Average and standard deviation of mean SE (bps/Hz/sector)
Linear receiver Average Standard deviation
MRC 2.3527 0.9021
MRCPA 2.4525 0.9821
LMMSECL 2.6728 1.0388
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA 2.3468 1.0144
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS 2.7653 1.0799
IRC 2.8010 1.0804
Table 12: Average and standard deviation of cell-edge SE (bps/Hz/UE/sector)
Linear receiver Average Standard deviation
MRC 0.0498 0.0159
MRCPA 0.0525 0.0167
LMMSECL 0.0529 0.0171
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA 0.0511 0.0186
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS 0.0585 0.0212
IRC 0.0620 0.0219
The analysis of results have the following structure. First, the results for the
MRC, MRCPA and LMMSECL receivers are analyzed together because these are
well-know receivers that are continuously used in 3GPP investigations [46]. Sec-
ond, the results for the linear interference aware receivers LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA,
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS and IRC are analyzed. Finally, the results for the LMMSECL,
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS and IRC are analyzed together.
Tables 11 and 12 show clear performance differences between the MRC, MRCPA
and LMMSECL receivers in mean sector SE and cell-edge SE. The white-noise MRC
receiver performs poorly in average compared with the MRCPA and LMMSECL re-
ceivers. The MRCPA performs 4.2% better in mean SE and 5.4% better in cell-edge
SE than the MRC. The LMMSECL performs 13.6% better in mean SE and 6.2%
better in cell-edge SE than the MRC. However, it is observed that standard devi-
ation of the MRC is the smallest meaning that its performance across the studied
scenarios varies less than other algorithms.
By looking also at the CDFs curves from Figures 16 and 17, it is observed that
the LMMSECL performs clearly better in the mean SE sense and very similarly in
the cell-edge SE sense compared with the MRCPA. The superior performance of the
LMMSECL in mean sector spectral efficiency over the other MRC algorithms can be
explained due to the use of rank 2 transmissions in the system. The LMMSECL can
suppress the intra-site co-layer interference generated by the rank 2 usage because
it possesses the knowledge of the interfering co-layer channel coefficients. Co-layer
interference suppression is not performed by the MRC nor by the MRCPA. However,
rank 2 usage is not expected in cell-edge UEs due to the low SINR and consequently
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Figure 16: Empirical mean SE CDF
degradation of the channel estimates. Thus, at cell-edge the performance between
the MRCPA and LMMSECL is similar across the scenarios of interest.
The performance results for the interference aware receivers LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA
and LMMSE-IRCWI-RS have to be analyzed considering the performance upper-
limit set by the IRC receiver as previously discussed in Section 3.1. The first ob-
vious observation from Table 11, Table 12, Figure 16 and Figure 17 is that the
performance of the data-based interference aware receiver (LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA)
is very poor compared with the performance of the reference-symbol-based inter-
ference aware receiver (LMMSE-IRCWI-RS). Also, the standard deviation for the
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA results are very small. These observations tell us that the
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA achieved spectral efficiency values are constantly small across
all scenarios.
The explanation why LMMSE-IRCWI-RS has better performance than
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA is the IRC interference covariance estimation algorithm. The
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS covariance has two clear defined elements: The intra-site inter-
ference covariance estimated directly from reference signals and the inter-site co-
variance matrix estimated from the residual information from the reference signals.
The LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA covariance has one element which is estimated using data
samples. The estimation procedure based on reference signals is the reason why the
reference-symbol-based interference aware receiver has a better performance com-
pared with the data-sample based interference aware receiver.
Comparing the worse performing receivers in mean SE, it is observed that the
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Figure 17: Empirical cell-edge SE CDF
MRC receiver performs better in mean SE than the LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA receiver.
In cell-edge SE the LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA receiver performs slightly better than the
MRC but worse than the MRCPA. This can be explained by remembering that the
data-based interference aware receiver estimates its interference covariance utilizing
the all received data samples on the PDSCH. The LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA covariance
matrix estimation algorithm does not take fully advantage of the less-interfered RS
pilots to perform channel estimation and thus there is a considerable performance
degradation.
In addition, it is observed that the LMMSE-IRCWI-RS receiver achieves 98.7%
of the IRC performance in mean SE and 94.3% of the performance in cell-edge
SE in average across the scenarios of interest. This result shows that the Wishart-
based model of the reference-symbol-based advanced receiver works well in all tested
scenarios. Furthermore, in every point of the CDFs, the IRC receiver achieves the
best performance as expected.
The comparison between baseline linear receivers with advanced interference
aware linear receivers is done by comparing the best performing of both groups.
The best performing baseline linear receiver is the LMMSECL and the best per-
forming advanced interferer aware linear receiver is the LMMSE-IRCWI-RS (the
performance of the IRC is considered the upper-limit of achievable performance).
The LMMSE-IRCWI-RS performs slightly better in mean SE than the LMMSECL
achieving a gain of 3.5% in mean SE. However, in the cell-edge SE sense the
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS achieves a gain of 10.6% against the LMMSECL across the sce-
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narios of interest as can be seen from Figure 17 and Table 12. The better cell-edge
performance of the LMMSE-IRCWI-RS is due to the inter-site interference suppres-
sion capabilities of the interfere aware linear receiver. In Chapter 5 Section 5.2, it
was shown that a dominant source of interference exists at cell-edge. It is worth
repeating that these average gains are a generalization across multiple scenarios.
There are specific scenarios where the gains of LMMSE-IRCWI-RS receiver are much
higher compared with the LMMSECL [24].
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Table 10: Simulation assumptions
Parameter Value
Simulation time 3.0 s
Number of simulation
runs
30 runs
Traffic model Full buffer
Simulation scenario See Table 9
eNB antenna configura-
tion
2 antenna elements
ULA 0.5 λ spacing - 45◦degrees slant
ULA 4.0 λ spacing - 45◦degrees slant
XP - 0◦/ 90◦degrees slant
4 antenna elements
ULA 0.5 λ spacing - 45◦degrees slant
ULA 4.0 λ spacing - 45◦degrees slant
XP - 0◦/ 90◦degrees slant, 0.5 λ spacing
XP - 0◦/ 90◦degrees slant, 4.0 λ spacing
UE antenna configura-
tion
2 antenna elements, XP 0◦degrees slant
MIMO scheme 2 × 2 SU-MIMO with dynamic rank adaptation
(TM4)
4x2 SU-MIMO with dynamic rank adaptation (TM9)
Number of UE per sec-
tor
3GPP Case 1, 3GPP Case 3 and ITU-R UMa : 10
UEs
Heterogeneous network Configuration 1 : 25 UEs
Heterogeneous network Configuration 4b : 30 UEs
See Table 2
Codebook Rel´8 TX codebook
TD-FD scheduler Proportional Fair - Proportional fair
Number of samples for
Wishart distribution
NCRS = 12
NDMRS = 12
NDS = 120
Inter-cell interference
model
Transmission with random rank and PMI in interfer-
ing cells
Channel estimation for
demodulation
Realistic (via AVI tables)
Channel estimation for
CSI
2× 2 case: CRS based
4× 2 case: CSI-RS based
Reference symbol over-
head
2Tx Rel´8 CRS (legacy)
DMRS 12 RE/PRB
CSI-RS overhead 4 RE/PRB
Cell selection RSRP
Hard handover margin 0 dB , 3 dB
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7 Conclusions and future work
The modeling of advanced linear interference aware receivers, which are possible
implementations of the IRC receiver, was performed using random matrix theory.
To build the correspondent models for advanced linear receivers, two IRC interfer-
ence covariance matrix estimation algorithms have been emulated using the Wishart
distribution. This emulation process allows the modeling of advanced linear inter-
ference aware receivers without the need of baseband signals.
The evaluation of advanced linear interference aware receivers was performed
with an LTE-Advanced system level simulator in which the already mentioned mod-
eling of advanced linear receivers has been applied. Two advanced interference aware
receivers were studied, the first based on data samples to estimate the IRC inter-
ference covariance matrix and the second based on reference symbols. Also, the
IRC and other commonly used 3GPP baseline linear receivers (MRC, MRCPA and
LMMSECL) have been used for comparisons. To get a wider insight on the potential
performance improvement, system simulations were performed for a large number
of deployment scenarios of interest and the results have been summarized using
statistical methods as seen in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4
In the first part of the section, conclusions of the study are presented. This is
followed by possible topics for future research.
7.1 Conclusions
The first conclusion from this study is that in many LTE-deployment scenarios
exists many sources of interference which can be detected. In particular, dominant
interferer exists which contributes to nearly 50% of the total interference power
as shown in Chapter 5. This dominant interferer can be mitigated with the IRC
receiver. It was also shown that it is possible to apply random matrix theory in order
to model practical IRC implementations without the need of baseband signals.
From the obtained CDFs and summaries of system performance, a general obser-
vation is that the interference rejection combiner outperforms the best-performing
3GPP baseline linear receiver LMMSECL in both mean spectral efficiency and cell-
edge spectral efficiency as expected. This means that practical IRC implementa-
tions could provide performance improvements in LTE-Advanced. It is observed
that the reference-symbol-based advanced linear receiver achieves the closest per-
formance to the IRC whereas the data-sample-based advanced linear receiver has a
poor performance compared with the MRC receiver. The good performance of the
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS receiver can be explained by the IRC interference covariance esti-
mation algorithm employed. The LMMSE-IRCWI-RS covariance matrix is composed
by two parts: the intra-site interference covariance matrix estimated directly from
reference symbols and the inter-site covariance matrix estimated from the residual
information from reference symbols. The LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA covariance matrix
has a single element which includes the intra-site and inter-site interference infor-
mation and is estimated using data samples. The covariance estimation procedure
based on reference symbols is the reason why the reference-symbol-based interference
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aware receiver has a notoriously better performance compared with the data-sample
based interference aware receiver.
From the mean spectral efficiency perspective, it is observed that the baseline
linear LMMSECL receiver has relatively similar performance compared with the ad-
vanced linear LMMSE-IRCWI-RS receiver in most points of the CDF curve depicted in
Figure 16. It is also observed that the performance gap between LMMSE-IRCWI-RS
and IRC is very small. It is concluded that linear advanced receivers bring small
performance improvement to the sector mean spectral efficiency compared with the
existing best-performing baseline receiver.
From the cell-edge spectral efficiency perspective, it is clearly observed that there
is a performance improvement given by the advanced LMMSE-IRCWI-RS receiver
compared with the LMMSECL receiver. It is also observed that the performance gap
between LMMSE-IRCWI-RS and IRC is larger than for the mean spectral efficiency
case. This is due to the fact that channel estimation is less accurate at cell-edge.
It is concluded that linear advanced receivers improve the performance of cell-edge
UE compared with the existing best-performing baseline receiver.
Furthermore, as the conclusions are taking into account many LTE-Advanced
homogeneous and heterogeneous deployment scenarios. The results can be extrap-
olated for any dense LTE-Advanced deployment.
7.2 Future work
The focus of this study has been primarily user equipment linear receivers. Fu-
ture work on user equipment receivers could concentrate on modeling and analyzing
the performance of non-linear receivers compared with linear advanced receivers.
This includes the signaling and trade-off between signaling overhead and capac-
ity improvement. For example, a potential non-linear receiver to be study is the
successive interference rejection receiver.
Also, the performance was studied using single-user MIMO transmission. It
would be interesting to investigate what is the impact of advanced linear receivers
and non-linear receivers combined with other LTE-Advanced interference coordina-
tion mechanism such as CoMP and eICIC.
In addition, the opposite of what has been done in this thesis can also be in-
vestigated. Instead of emulating the IRC interference covariance matrix estimation
algorithm in order to evaluate the advanced receivers performance without explicit
need for baseband signals, a proper modeling of interference environment applicable
to link level simulators can be investigated
Furthermore, in this thesis receiver enhancements are completely compatible
with current LTE-Advanced specifications. Future work can focus on investigate
network coordination schemes that will aid linear advanced receivers to perform
better interference rejection.
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A Introduction to random matrix theory
A.1 Multivariate normal distribution
A.1.1 Moments of random vector
Let X be a random m× 1 vector X = (X1, . . . , Xm)′, the mean or expectation of X
is E(X) is defined to be a vector of expectations
E(X) =


E(X1)
...
E(Xm)

 . (A.1)
If X has mean µ the covariance matrix of X is defined to be the m×m matrix
Σ = Cov(X) = E [(X− µ)(X− µ)′] . (A.2)
The i− j th element of Σ is
σij = E [(Xi − µi)(Xj − µj)′] ,
the covariance between the Xi and Xj , and the i− i th element is
σij = E
[
(Xi − µi)2
]
,
the variance of Xi, so the diagonal elements of Σ must be non-negative. Also, Σ
is symmetric, Σ = Σ′. A symmetric matrix A is called non-negative definite if
α′Aα ≥ 0 for all α ∈ Rn. We can say the matrix Σ is covariance matrix if and only
if it is non-negative definite [50].
A.1.2 Useful properties
Let us suppose the m×m matrix Σy is the covariance matrix of the random m× 1
vector Y , the expectation is E(Y ) = 0. If we define a scaled random vector
X = CY , where C has dimensions m × m and C′ exits. The mean of X is zero
and the covariance matrix is
Cov(X) = Cov(CY )
= E[CY Y HCH]
= CE[Y Y H]CH
= CΣyC
H
(A.3)
A symmetric matrixA can be decomposed into the product of two triangular matrix
by the Cholesky decomposition [60] such as
A = LLH, (A.4)
where L is a lower triangular matrix.
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A.1.3 Multivariate normal distribution definition
The m× 1 random vector X is said to have an m-variate normal distribution if, for
every α ∈ Rn the distribution of α′X is univariate normal [50].
If X has an m-variate normal distribution then both µ = E[X] and Σ = Cov(X)
exit and the distribution is determined by µ and Σ, in other words X ∼ N (µ,Σ).
A.2 Wishart matrix
Let us define the m×m random matrix A = HHH, where the columns of the m×n
matrixH are zero-mean independent real/complex Gaussian vectors with covariance
matrix Σ. Then, the matrix A is a Wishart Matrix with n degrees of freedom and
covariance matrix Σ, A ∼W(n,Σ) for n ≥ m [61].
A.3 The chi-Square distribution
The Chi-Square distribution is obtained from a sum of squares of independent nor-
mal zero-one N (0, 1), random variables. We defined the Chi-Square distribution as
in [60].
If Y1, Y2, · · · , Yn are independent normal random variables with mean µi = 0 and
variance σ2 = 1, Yi ∼ N (0, 1), or, employing vector notation Y ∼ N (0, 1), then
Q = Y ′Y =
n∑
i=1
Y i ∼ χ2(n); 0 < Q <∞, (A.5)
Q = Y ′Y has a central χ2 distribution with n degrees of freedom.
A.4 Wishart distribution
Let us define the Wishart distribution following [50, 62]. If A = ZHZ, where the
m × n matrix Z is CN (0,Σ), then A is said to have a Wishart distribution with
n degrees of freedom and covariance matrix Σ, A ∼ Wm(n,Σ), the subscript of W
denotes the size of A.
Let W be Wishart distributed matrix with n degrees of freedom and unitary
covariance
W ∼Wm(n, I), if W =
n∑
i=1
ziz
H
i , zi i.i.d. CN p(0, I), (A.6)
where, Nm(0, I) is the m-multivariate normal distribution with zero vector mean
and unitary covariance matrix. Suppose we have a covariance matrix Σ = AAH,
the v = Az and V =
n∑
i=1
viv
H
i , then using the result in A.3 the covariance of v is
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ACov(z)AH = AAH = Σ. Hence, v is N (0,Σ) and V ∼Wm(n,Σ)). Furthermore,
V =
n∑
i=1
viv
H
i
=
n∑
i=1
(Azi) (Azi)
H
= A
n∑
i=1
ziz
H
i A
H
= AWAH. (A.7)
If m = 1 and Σ = 1, then this distribution is a Chi-Squared distribution with n
degrees of freedom.
A.5 Bartlett’s decomposition
Let W be Wm(n, In), where n ≥ m is an integer, and put W = TTH, where T is
lower-triangular m×m matrix with positive diagonal elements. Then the elements
t(i,j) (1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ m) of T are all independent, t2i,i is X 2n−i+1 (i = 1, . . . , m) and tij
is N (0, 1) [50, 62].
We can extend this result for Wishart distributions with covariance matrix other
than unitary using the result A.7 such that V = AWAH = ATT HAH, V ∼
Wm(n,Σ)), where Σ = AA
H can be computed with the Cholesky decomposition
A.4.
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B Example of system level simulation output
The simulation results presented in this annex correspond to a 4x2 SU-MIMO system
with ideal cell selection. The deployment scenario is 3GPP Case 1, with each eNB
having 4 closely spaced cross-polarized antenna elements. The six studied linear
receivers are simulated, and the output of the system simulation is presented.
The Figure A.1 depicts the achieved goodput CDF for the six simulated receivers.
From the depicted CDF it can be observed that the 3 best performing receivers are
the IRC, the LMMSE-IRCWI-RS and the LMMSECL (also called option 2 receiver).
Also, 70% of UEs utilizing theLMMSE-IRCWI-DATA perform worst than UEs utilizing
the MRC receiver. Here goodput is defined as the successfully transmitted useful
data, meaning that the control channel data and reference symbols are not taken
into account in the throughput calculation.
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Figure A.1: Goodput, 3GPP Case 1, 4x2 XP λ/2, HO= 0 dB
The following Table A.1 shows a compact summary of performance taken from
the CDFs of Figure A.1. The mean SE stands for mean spectrum efficiency and it is
expressed in bps/Hz/Sector. The 5% SE stands for the 5% point of the CDF spectral
efficiency (or cell-edge spectral efficiency), which is a effective measure to calculate
the spectral efficiency experienced by cell-edge UEs. The 5% SE is expressed in
bps/Hz/Sector/UE.
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Table A.1: System Performance, 3GPP Case 1, 4x2 XP λ/2, HO= 0 dB
mean SE Gain(%) 5% SE Gain(%)[
bps/Hz
Sector
] [
bps/Hz
Sector/UE
]
MRC 1.740 - 0.064 -
MRCPA 1.807 3.9 0.067 4.9
LMMSECL 2.309 32.7 0.068 7.1
LMMSE-IRCWI-DATA 1.766 1.5 0.051 -19.3
LMMSE-IRCWI-RS 2.335 34.2 0.071 11.3
IRC 2.355 35.4 0.075 18.1
Every UE deployed in the simulation area has a different geometry factor, thus an
effective manner to visualize the goodput each receiver achieves at different geometry
positions is depicted in Figure A.2. From the goodput vs. geometry figure plus
combining the information given by Figure A.1, it is observed that 70% of UEs have
a geometry below 11 dB for this particular simulated case.
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Figure A.2: Goodput vs. geometry, 3GPP Case 1, 4x2 XP λ/2, HO= 0 dB
The rank probability is defined as the used number of layers used for transmission
divided by the total number of transmissions. The rank probability is depicted in
Figure A.3. From the figure it can be observed that the receivers that reduce the
co-layer interference make the system to utilize more dual layer transmission than
receivers that do not reduce the co-layer interference.
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Figure A.3: Rank probability, 3GPP Case 1, 4x2 XP λ/2, HO= 0 dB
The block error probability (BLEP) is depicted in Figure A.4. The outer loop
link adaption target has been set to 10% BLEP. This means that the probability
that the first transmission succeeds should be 90%. From Figure A.4, it is observed
that the data-sample-based advanced receiver does not achieve the 10% target which
is not desirable.
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Figure A.4: HARQ, 3GPP Case 1, 4x2 XP λ/2, HO= 0 dB
